
 

 

 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITORIAL TEAM 

Greetings readers! 

We were overwhelmed at the response we got from our fellow Dipsites and have worked to the best of our 
ability to curate and hand-pick the best submissions. We have strived to stick to our newfound sense of 
aesthetic and will keep doing so in the foreseeable future while also covering the usual matters of 
significance that came to light in this past month. 

With this issue, we have introduced an important topic of discussion, which we hope will be one of many 
more to come. In a world where everyone with access to social media is one tap away, comparing ourselves 
to others and standards set by society becomes extremely easy. Hence, we wanted to discuss “body 
positivity” in this issue with hopes of reaching out to those who have fallen prey to body-shaming, those 
who find themselves with negative feelings about their body and those that consciously or subconsciously 
are a part of the problem. 

This edition is a product of detailed discussions, immense hard work, creativity, thought, and time. The team 
has poured in their labour and love in hopes of churning out impactful, informative and enjoyable content. 
Write to us at dipscoopdps@gmail.com as we would love to hear from our readers in terms of feedback, 
pitches, and the topics they want us to cover through the magazine. 

We hope you enjoy reading this as much as we enjoyed working on it! 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Priyansha Mahajan, from the commerce 
stream of grade XI is extremely delighted to be 
a part of the editorial board of Dipscoop. She 
was selected based on her article and is 
extremely dedicated to writing. She hopes to 
make best possible use of this opportunity to 
fulfil her passions and greatly looks forward to 
working with the rest of the team! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Urmika Padmanabhan, a newly added 
member of the editorial team of Dipscoop, is 
delighted to make the cut for the editorial 
board. She was the second participant to be 
selected based on her article and is excited to 
work with the team. We are glad to have her 
on board. 

WELCOME ON BOARD 
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- Mehuli Das 

The Mars Orbiter Mission, also known as Mangalyaan, has gone down in history 

as one of India’s most ambitious projects in the field of space science. Launched 

on 5 November 2013, it was ISRO’s first interplanetary mission and made India 

the first Asian country to reach the Martian orbit on its maiden attempt.  
 
Mission Mangal, directed by Jagan Shakti is a movie that attempts to trace the 
journey leading up to this monumental event. With a powerhouse casting that 
consists of Akshay Kumar, Vidya Balan, Tapsee Pannu, Sonakshi Sinha, Kirti 
Kulhari, Nithya Menen and Sharman Joshi at the forefront, this movie makes 
good with its emotional highs and lows. Under the vision of Creative Director, 
R. Balki, it breaks down a complex subject matter and rebuilds it with injected 
humour, morale-building analogies and endearing scenarios; this ensures that 
the reel scientists seem more real and an undeniable audience connect is 
established.  
Unlike most movies, this one lacks the element of suspense as is typical in the case of those that are based 
on real-life stories. Therefore, immense work has been put in on building up to a crescendo to keep the 
audience hooked. While the parallel plot lines following the individual lives of the scientists in trying to cover 
subjects such as work-home balance in a careeristic mother’s life and the still prevalent difficulties of being 
a working Muslim woman in India amongst others, there comes a point where the tone of the film takes an 
unnecessarily preachy route which takes away from the gravitas of the theme.  
 
Nevertheless, the combined effort of the artists involved makes Mission Mangal an excellent example of 
taking seemingly “boring” topics and turning them into entertaining yet informative packages.  

 

 

- Gaurav Pallod  
Article 370 has created quite an uproar in the country. Let us attempt to understand what it means and 
how it impacts all of us as a nation after 72 years of India’s independence.  
Historic background  
 1947 - End of British rule and partition of sub-continent into mainly Hindu India and Muslim-
majority state of Pakistan. Maharaja Hari Singh is the monarch of J&K and he wishes to join neither Pakistan 
nor India. But then, Pakistani tribal militants attack J&K and Hari Singh asks the then Prime Minister of India 
- Jawaharlal Nehru to help defend his state. Nehru agrees to do so on one condition - that the state ascends 
to India. He agreed on the condition that the state is given special provisions and autonomy. The 
Instrument of Accession between India and J&K is signed. But by this time, about half of J&K is occupied 
by Pakistan.  
 1948 - India raises Kashmir in the UN Security Council and calls for a referendum (a fancy name for 
a treaty) on the status of the territory. The resolution also calls on Pakistan to withdraw its troops and India 
to cut its military presence to a minimum. A ceasefire comes into force, but Pakistan refuses to evacuate 
its troops. Kashmir is partitioned for practical purposes.  
 1953 - Jammu and Kashmir government ratifies (fancy word for agreeing for a treaty) accession 
(fancy word for acceptance of a treaty) to India.  
 1957 - The constitution of Indian-administrated Jammu and Kashmir defines it as part of India.  

Political perspective -  

1. J&K had a separate flag and constitution. What many people don't know is that all states can have a 

separate flag, but what makes Kashmir unique is that it has its own separate set of rules. 

Mission Mangal - Movie Review 

Insaniyat, Jhambooriyat Aur Kashmiriyat Humanity, Democracy And Kashmir 
 



 

 2. Article 370 allowed the state to not only have its own Constitution but also had rights to frame their own 

laws. J & K had Ranbir Penal Code instead of the Indian Penal Code as the main criminal code.  

3. According to 35A - a non - Kashmiri in J&K cannot - (a) Buy land and property (b) Hold a government job 

(c) Get an educational scholarship (d) Vote in elections. 

 4. Article 35A mandates a Kashmiri girl who marries a non - Kashmiri, to give up its right to property and 

citizenship of J&K.  

5. All the legislatures that are passed in the Parliament, don't immediately apply to the State of J&K 

viz. The triple Talaq and Right to Education. 

Economic perspective -  

1. Now that anyone can buy land in J&K, the land prices will rise and benefit the residents. 

 2. This will also lead to an increase in investment from private companies improving the standard of living 

and making all facilities - basic and luxurious - available to more people. 

 3. This will also lead to higher employment opportunities for the Kashmiris and therefore, lead to decrease 

in terrorism as the youth will have a better way to earn a livelihood.  

4. With the opening of top educational institutes like IIT, IIM, AIIMs, people of the state would not only 

get better educational opportunities, they would also get a better workforce environment. 

It is true that the abrogation (fancy word for suspension) of article 370 was a bold move, but if it was a 

masterstroke or not, is still up for debate. Many argue that it was an excellent move that it integrated the 

state of J&K, the only Muslim - majority state in India. At the same time, Kashmiris were not consulted 

beforehand, it was done without their permission though they were the ones bearing the consequences 

of such a move. Only time will tell whether abrogation of Article 370 and 35A was finally the end of years 

of conflict between India and Pakistan. 

 

 

 

 

 

- Nayan Chandra 

Often, in our busy schedules of high school, we forget to actually give time to our own thoughts. We miss 

out on the time that we need, to decide crucial things for our future.  
Students, sometimes, tend to pick the most commonly chosen stream resulting in dissatisfactory results. At 
times, the bottleneck is the fact that they are unaware of their aptitude but most of the time it is due to the 
crazy mishmash of career options. To solve this problem and to allow the students ample time for self-
introspection, DPS, Hyderabad has installed an “Opportunities Galore” on the 4th floor for students of Grade 
XI and XII. 
The board comprises of a list of career opportunities that the students can choose from after the completion 
of Grade XII. The avenues under each stream have been clearly listed and elaborated upon. It provides the 
students clarity through a visual guide. Also, it acts as a launch pad and forms the basis of the research one 
further does to find one’s dream university. Hence, the act of installing the career wall is a beneficial one 
which provides students with priceless pearls of wisdom. 

PIT-STOP 
The Power of Punctuation 

A professor wrote on the chalkboard: A woman without her man is nothing. He 
asked students to correct any punctuation errors.  
Most of the male students wrote: A woman, without her man, is nothing. Most 
of the females rewrote the sentence as: “A woman: without her, man is 
nothing.” As you can see, meaning is often derived from punctuation. 

 

 

 
 

CAREER WALL 
 



 

 

 
- Vani Agarwal 

Organic farming is a method of farming which is primarily aimed at cultivating the land and raising crops in 
a way, that keeps the soil alive and in good health by use of organic wastes (crop, animal and farm wastes, 
aquatic wastes) and other biological materials along with beneficial microbes (biofertilizers) that help in 
releasing nutrients in the soil for increased sustainable production in an eco-friendly pollution free 
environment. 
In addition to helping improve the environment and decreasing the chances of accelerated disease in your 
family, going organic can provide mental and physical benefits, long-term money-savings, and increased 
vitamin and mineral content in your soil, among other things. 
Students of classes VI and VII at Delhi Public School, Hyderabad had the opportunity to get up and close with 
nature by experiencing a few weeks of nurturing home crops. In addition to environment science, the 
students also integrated mathematics during their hobby classes of Home Crops. 
Each student was given some seeds to sow on school grounds and then were shown educational videos on 
how to care for them. A few students from class VI were interviewed about this activity. Given, below are 
the answers of the various students who were interviewed.   
Why do you think home cropping is important? 
It is important for us to protect our future and the environment. It helps us understand the nature and care 
for it. 
How did you learn math via home cropping? 
We learned how to calculate the volume of the grow back. We learned how to calculate the time it would 
take for the seed to grow into a sapling and the amount of water and sunlight it required. 
What was your favorite part about home cropping? 
Planting the seeds was my favourite part. 
Through this activity the students experienced a new life skill where they learnt the meaning of caring. The 
students who were interviewed, had planted spinach seeds and were happy to know that they would get to 
take the fully-grown plants back home. Other students sowed a variety of seeds - radish, carrot, spinach and 
many more. The entire class is now eagerly waiting to see the results of their efforts. 
 

 

- Kushagr Tiwari 
Last week saw the commencement of a spanking new football season, hogging most of the last page of 
newspapers and all of the attention. While ardent supporters found it difficult not to express their optimism 
in every action, even neutrals couldn’t resist the temptation of picking an early-favourite. The transfer-
window saw some nonchalant, some outrageous deals being signed. Hazard, Jovic, Mendy, Militao to Real; 
Felix to Athleti; Maguire, Wan-Bissaka to United, Griezmann to Barca being the notable ones. Regular 
suspects Manchester City were amongst the big spenders again, roping in Rodri and Cancelo in an attempt 
to bolster their already star- studded unit. Although a routine pre-season, it sets up a nerve-wracking ten 
months of top-notch football. Today we look at the three best clubs most likely to finish their season on a 
winning note. 

FC Barcelona 

Having made some half-decent signings, the Blaugrana have European glory on mind. 
The Catalan giants possess an unrivalled attacking trio combined with gems in the 
midfield. The only aspect left vulnerable is the defense, which could prove to be a 
chink in their armour. 

 

HOME CROP- AN INTERVIEW 

 

TOP THREE CLUBS 
 



 

Liverpool FC 

Arguably the best defensive side in Europe, the Reds are one of the front-runners for 
the English title race. Jurgen Klopp’s side completed some trivial signings leading up to 
the season, trying to stay put with the winning side. With veterans in the midfield and 
modern-day giants in the offense, the side from Anfield looks like it could go the 
distance 

Manchester City 

Already being counted amongst the greatest English teams of all time, Man City could be 
well on its way to become one of the greatest ever. The ever-ingenious Pep Guardiola 
must have his eyes set on the elusive Champions League title, making two big signings 
going into the season. Herculean attackers, astute mid-fielders and impenetrable 
defenders: City has them all. The ingredients are there. Proper implementation is required. 
If everything goes as planned, City are likely to complete their conquest and be crowned 
Champions of Europe. 

 

As a part of the new initiative of DIPSCOOP, students from grades III to XI were asked to submit their entries 
in the form of poems, stories and artwork. The response was enormous, and the team worked relentlessly 
to sort the best ones. Nevertheless, there are many more entries that we would like to showcase in the 
months to come. For now enjoy these. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Waking Up as My Favourite Cartoon 
The sun was high, 

 Rising in the sky, 

And I saw Nobita from a window nearby, 

When my image in the mirror caught my sight, 

 I noticed I was a robot with a short height, 

A small pocket on my stomach I had, 

 Where I would have all the gadgets to get, 

 I looked like snowman with lots of blues, 

And bell on my neck tingling too, 

 I was afraid and took a big sigh,  

Oh! It was a dream, 

 When I opened my eye. 

 
Harshit Saxena 
3c 
Roll No.3 

 

 

 

SAVE THE EARTH 

Pratiksha Kiran Wadmare VIII A 

Among the universe, this vast, vast universe, 

How is only the earth special? 

Yet among the earth, we do not care, 

Do we not think life crucial? 

For the water, the air, this very earth, 

How is it, we do not care? 

For the fact that without earth, we’ve got no home, 

We neglect to care, and how is this fair? 

To get to places less than a kilometer, 

Why the vehicles, why so many cars? 

Pretty soon the earth will perish, 

Have I got to remind you that we haven’t yet found 

life on mars? 

Look what your factories are doing, 

People, why don’t you use your eyes? 

The consequence of your horrible actions, 

Why can’t you hear the earth’s pitiful cries? 

When one sees from space, 

Will the earth ever look blue again? 

I beg of you on behalf of the earth, 

Won’t you save the earth? Won’t you please 

become sane? 

 

 

STUDENTS’ TALENT CORNER 
 



 

 

Adishri Singhal – XI C 

The Girl – A women has a lot more to her than what the society sees 

Medium – water colours 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Srihitha Mandava VI G 
The Bus 

Harini KS VI F 
The Loan Stag – Corvine deer 
Medium – Acrylic Paint 

Darsh Rajeev Menon - V B 
The Eagle in the Sky – evening in the desert 
Medium used acrylic paint   
 

Mahi Agarwal IX D 
Twilight - “I dream my painting and I paint my 
dream” 
Medium – water colours     
 

Aditi Singh VIII A 
The African Lady 
Medium – Pencil Sketch 
 

Aditi Singh VIII A 
Monalisa 
Medium – Pencil Sketch 
 



 

Prisha Sharma – XI D 

The Vogue - braking the controversial walls of the film industry by 

showing an illustration of a women who has vitiligo, being the first 

women of her kind she was featured on the magazine of one of the 

biggest fashion industries in the world. The message behind this was 

to show unity in diversity and that no matter how diverse one may 

be they should be able embrace and accept themselves. 

Medium – water colours and ink 

 

 

C Swayam Reddy – VII G 

DJ Marshmello  

Medium – Pencil Shading 

Inspiration – My bus mates, Rohan and  

Rahul of 7D &7E, who introduced me  

to the magical world of art 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Riyansh Babbar 

Grade IX G 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Finding Marlin 
     One morning I woke up as my favourite cartoon character a clown fish named Nemo. I was living in 
a very big ocean. My father's name was Marlin. One day we were playing hide and seek, and he was 
counting 1 to 10. He started to search for me. I wanted to scare him by coming out of tall grass. When I 
came out of the grass, I saw that he was not there. I searched for him everywhere but could not find 
him. Suddenly, I saw a man with a net getting away with my father. So, I chased the ship, but it went 
away pretty fast.  
      When I was returning to my home, I bumped into another fish who was my father's friend. Her name 
was Dory. I told Dory my problem and asked for help. She agreed to help me find my father. we went 
to the spot where we were playing hide and seek and found a bottle lying on the sand. We thought it 
was the clue to find my father. So, we went to a wise turtle and asked help from him. He told us that it 
was symbol of Singapore. we asked the turtle to join our journey and show us the way. While we were 
going in the ocean a huge wave tried to push us away, but we were undeterred. 
      Again, after some time we felt something was moving around us and suddenly it attacked from 
behind. We turned back to see a giant octopus. We screamed for help and luckily an electric eel was 
just passing by in search of food. We asked for help from the electric eel and it agreed. It fought with 
octopus and won. We thanked the eel and asked it to join the journey. 
     We were going in the direction of the ship when something from above fell on me and I felt 
suffocated. My friends tried to free me but could not. They asked for help from Mr. crab which was 
resting in its home nearby. It lazily came out and easily tore with its claws, the plastic cover which was 
thrown on me. When we told our story to Mr. crab, he decided to help us. He called his best friend the 
Big Blue whale. We asked the whale to shake the ship and bring my father back. Mr. Whale went under 
the ship and shook it real hard. The fishes that were kept in a water tank on the deck of the ship toppled 
and fell into the ocean. 
    All the fishes happily swam away from the tank into the ocean. Seeing my father, I swiftly swam 
towards him and hugged him. I thanked all my friends for helping me in rescuing my father.  I was so 
happy to meet my father again and we lived happily thereafter. The story reiterates the importance of 
unity and friends in life. 
 
From : Tejas Choudri  
Class: 3-D , DPS Hyderabad 
 

Waking up as my favourite cartoon character 
My alarm clock rang. I woke up and saw myself as ‘Elsa’ – my favourite cartoon character from Frozen. I rubbed my 
eyes as I could hardly believe what I saw. 
I was wearing a blue gown and blue gloves in my hand. My hair was white in colour and was braided beautifully. I had 
a silver crown on my head which was shining with diamonds on it. I was inside my snow castle. 
I got up from my bed to admire the beauty of my castle. It was unbelievable. Silver coloured walls with beautiful 
paintings hung on them. Chandeliers lit up all the rooms. Blue floral curtains were hung on all the windows. 
As I walked out of my snow castle to greet the flowers in my garden, I saw two children standing there, crying. 
I asked them, “What happened?” 

They said that they were hungry. 
I took them inside the castle towards the dining hall. I served them salad, rice, dal, curry and chapati. They ate till 
they burped happily. Seeing their smiling faces, I felt very happy. We hugged each other.  
Just then my beautiful dream ended, and I saw that I was hugging my teddy bear.  
Moral: Sharing * Caring = Happiness! 
AASHI JOHRI 
CLASS: 3D 

STORIES BY STUDENTS 

TOPIC: WAKING UP AS YOUR FAVORITE CARTOON CHARACTER 



 

 

-by Mahika Parmar XIA 

Body standards have existed for a very long time. Some of us are born with faces and bodies that align with 
the current body and beauty standards. Some are not.  
No matter what the case, body standards give rise to body image issues. People who are traditionally 
beautiful still feel pressurised and may feel inadequate or good in their own skin. This may be further 
amplified in people who weren't born with an appearance that fit these ‘standards’. A lot of us don't even 
realize what body standards mean. Think of the people you find pretty. Look at them closely, do they have 
anything in common? Maybe they're skinny and have luscious hair. What makes them good-looking? Why 
do we associate certain characteristics with being beautiful? It's these body standards that create an image 
of what a good-looking person should look like. They've existed for so long that almost all of us are convinced 
that it's only a handful of people that can look good. 
I'm not going to lie; some people look much prettier to me than others because I've been raised in a society 

that has given enormous importance to the way a person should look. We look for people who fit these 
standards. 
Perhaps in a different universe, double chins and cellulite are considered beautiful and you know what, they 
should be. They're just as beautiful as a prominent jawline and a flat tummy. We need to change our 

perception of beauty and look for it in everyone, not just a small group of people. 
The question arises, why did we create these norms in the first place? We all have different skin complexions, 
different heights and different body shapes. We're all so beautifully diverse. Why are we instilling in young 
minds an image of what a person should look like instead of embracing the diversity?   
We create standards in the fields of mathematics and sciences to make it easier for people all around the 
world to use. Don't treat your body like a standardized unit of mathematics. It deserves your respect and 
love, it doesn't exist to please others. 
 

 

1. Girl × boy 

2. Young × old 

3. Up × down 

4. Man × woman  

5. Right × left 

6. Come × go  

7. Day × night 

8. Sunny × rainy 

9. Winter × summer  

10. City × village 

  

Body Positivity – An Article 

ANSWERS TO THE QUIZ OF AUGUST 

 



 

 

 
Do you have the eye of a ‘beholder’? Can you recognise the famous paintings given below? Use the 

clues… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

(a) Also known as La Gioconda in 

Italian. Currently located at the 

Louvre Museum in Paris. 

(b) The painting was created in 1889 from the 

mental asylum where the painter was recovering 

from mental illness and his ear amputation 

(c) The 1895 pastel-on-board 

version of the painting was sold at 

Sotheby's for a record US$120 

million at auction on 2 May 2012. 

(d) The woman standing on a green hill looking over 

her shoulder at the artist is his wife, Camille. Their 

son Jean, 8 years old at the time, stands by her 

side though further in the distance. 

Art Quiz 

http://www.aboutfamousartists.com/index.php/2013/10/paintings-of-jean-monet/


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

        

 

 
 

I make two people out of one.  What am I? 

I am white when I am dirty and black when I am clean. What am I? 

Four fingers and a thumb, yet flesh and blood, I have none. What am I?  

How can a man go eight days without sleep? 

The more there is, the less you see. What am I? 

There are 3 stoves. A glass stove, a brick stove, and a wood stove. You only have 1 match. Which do you 

light up first? 

What goes around the world and stays in a corner? 

What can run but never walks, has a mouth but never talks, has a head but never weeps, has a bed but 

never sleeps? 

If you have it, you want to share it. If you share it, you don't have it. What is it? 

Take off my skin, I won't cry, but you will. What am I? 

 

          Let’s see who the riddle master is!  

          Answers will be revealed in the next edition of DIPSCOOP, stay tuned! 

(e) The painting is an example of a 

type of work called a tronie. 

(f) She stood for three hours 

continuously in the same position so 

that her father could paint this picture 

It’s Riddle Time! Rack your brains to solve the following riddles 



 

SPORTS NEWS 
1.    T. SRI PRANAV of class VIII won the Bronze medal in 65th SGF 

district level Tennis Tournament and has been selected for State 

level SFG Tennis Tournament 2019-20, organised by Ranga Reddy 

District Tennis Association on 22nd August 2019. 
 

 

 

 

2. PARTH BHATIA & KRISH SANJAY SINGHVI of 
classes VIII A & IX C won 3rd place in Senior Boys Team 
Championship event of AWA Inter School Table Tennis 
Tournament 2019, Org. by AWA Table Tennis Academy, 
Hyderabad, on 9th August 2019. 
 

 

 

3. SHRIYANSHI VALISHETTY of class VII A Secured Runner’s 
Up in Single’s and Winner in Double’s events in Junior 
Open Badminton Monthly Series -2019, under 15 years 
category, which was organized by PROSCIRCLE 
(Professional Sports Circle) Under the HDBA. 

 

 

 

4. SHRIYANSHI VALISHETTY of class VII A stood winner in 
Single’s event in School Games (SFGI) Badminton Tournament -
2019, under 14 category, which was organized by Ranga Reddy 
District Badminton Association. She has also been selected for 
state level Tournament. 
 

 

 

 
 

5. ASHRITH VALISHETTY of class VIII D stood winner in 
Single’s event in School Games (SFGI) Badminton 
Tournament -2019, under 14 years category, which 
was organized by RangaReddy District Badminton 
Association. He has also been Selected for state level 
Tournament. 

 

 

 



 

6. JAMPANA SRIVANTH VARMA Of Class IV H Secured 2nd 
Place In 22nd TELANGANA STATE LEVEL RANKING UNDER 
-9 CHESS TORUNAMENT 2019, On 18th August 2019 At L 
B Stadium, HYD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7.  T. SRI PRANAV of class VIII stood winner in doubles 

category in AITA CS3 Tournament 2019-20, Org. by 
SANIA MIRZA TENNIS ACADEMY on 12th August 
2019. 

 

 

 

 
8. BOMMA DHRUVAN REDDY   of class V G secured 2nd Place 

(Juniors)  
9. AKHIL BOYAPATI of class IX Secured 3rd Place (Seniors) in 

Inter School Chess Tournament 2019, held at DELHI SCHOOL 
OF EXCELLENCE, Attapur on 5th August 2019. 
 
 
 
 
 

CLASSES: XI, XII                                                                                                           DATE: 26/08/19 

The Indian Institute of Metals, Hyderabad Chapter had organized the Late Dr. Baldev Raj Quiz competition 

for students of class XI and XII from various CBSE/ICSE schools in the twin cities of Hyderabad and 

Secunderabad. Dipsites enthusiastically participated in the competition and brought laurels to the school.  

WINNERS LIST 

Name of the child    Class/ Section        Position 

Rishab Agarwal 
Aman Dwivedi 

12A 
12A 

II 

Nitya 
Nandini 

12B 
12A 

              III 

 

DATE- 8/08/19 

Dipsites enthusiastically participated in the Inter School Competition - “IMPULSE” organized by Meridian 

School, Kukatpally on 8th August 2019.They took part in various competitions and brought laurels to the 

school.  

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS 



 

WINNER LIST “IMPULSE” 

Category: AD Mad                                                                                          Position: First 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS-SECTION 

1. AASHI VARMA 10 C 

2. NIDHI K 10 B 

3. ROHITHA POTILURI 10 B 

4. AARON K JAMES 10 F 

5. UDAYAN SHARMA 10 G 

6. RANVEER KHANNA 10 G 

7. SAHIL K 10 G 

 

Category: Oil Painting                                                                                  Position: First 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS/SECTION 

1. SUMEDHA DAS 7-D 

2. AKANKSHA.P. PATIL 8- C 

3. B. KEERTHANA REDDY 9- E 

4. SAI AMRUTHA.P 9- D 

5. SRIJA SRIRAMADAS 9- G 

 

Category: Nukkad Natak       

                                                                          Position: Second 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS-SECTION 

1. ALAFIA AHMED  9 – A 

2. ADITYA AGARWAL  9 – A 

3. SHEEL RANJAN  9 – B 

4. SARAANSH MEHRA  9 – B 

5. PIYUSH GUPTA 9 – C 

6. SANJEETI RAZDAN 9 – C 

7. POORVA PARIKH 9 – D 

8. PUSHP PATWARI 9 – F 

9. ANSH JINDAL 9 – G 

10. JIBRAN ARORA 9 – G 



 

Category: Poster Making                                                                                                Position: Second 

1. PRISHA GUPTA 6 – B 

 

DATE- 2/08/19 

Dipsites participated in Inter DPS Dance Competition “Nrityanjali” organized by DPS Society on 2nd August 2019 

at DPS Nacharam and was awarded “Best Synchronization Team”. We would like to extend our gratitude to 

dance teachers P. Hymavathi and D. Santosh for guiding the students and making this possible. 

WINNER LIST FOR DANCE COMPETITION  

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS-SECTION 

1. TANVI KOMARVELLI 9 – A 

2. JAYANY NUNNA  9 – B 

3. RITIKA M  9 – E 

4. AKAANKKSHA MANDAVA 9 – F 

5. SAHASRA REDDY  10- C 

6. PALLAVI K 10 – F 

7. SUMUKHA PENUBOLU  10 – F 

8. AKHILA HARSHINI GADAMSETTY 10- G 

9. MANASVI BODAPATI 10- H 

  

LITERARY FEST 

    DATE- 30/08/19 

Children enthusiastically participated in the - “LITERARY FEST” organized by Glendale Academy on 26th 

August. They took part in various categories and brought laurels to the school.  

WINNERS LIST 

       Category    Name of the child    Class/ Section        Position 

Sub-Juniors Elocution Prisha Gupta VI B III 

Sub-Juniors  
Poetry Recitation 

Aditya Pratap Chatterjee VI E III 

Sub-Juniors  
Story Writing 

Ananya Wahi VI C I 

Juniors 
 Poetry Writing 

Siddharth Maira VII G I 

Super Senoirs 
Poetry Writing 

Sunidhi Brindavan XI A I 
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Quoting the words of the renowned French philosopher, novelist, playwright, and literary critic, Jean Paul 
Sartre, “Every word has its consequences. Every silence too.” What better way to describe an MUN; a place 
where every bit of information counts, every article of research is checked and re-checked, and every speech 
heard and filtered? That is what our school provided the students of grades IX, X, XI and XII the chance to 
experience. It was a new experience for several students, who walked into the opening ceremony filled with 
nervousness and anxiety; unsure of what lay ahead and emerging improved and reborn, promising, to one 
day, truly change the world. The conference began with an opening ceremony; whereby the Secretary 
General of the conference, Shrikrishna Sriram declared the Model United Nations to commence. It was 
followed by an inspiring speech by the principal, Ms. Geetha Vishwanathan. She shed light on some of the 
blazing global affairs, asking the delegates to recognize the contemporary problems and the relevance of 
the United Nations in today’s world. Soon after, the delegates proceeded towards the various committees 
that they were assigned. Thus, began the two-day quest, with adrenaline pumping, to confront the 
uncharted roads of this event.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE DISEC 

The largest committee was that of the Disarmament and 

International Security Committee, consisting of 

approximately 90 members. Beginning with a Rules of 

Procedure brief and a roll call, things soon got interesting 

when the first motion for the moderated caucus was raised – 

“Advantages and Disadvantages of Reduction of Military 

Budgets”. While several delegates were supporting the 

reduction, many spoke against doing so, thus pertaining to 

the topic. From then, the topic of “Military Expenditure on 

Terrorism in the Middle East region” was introduced and the 

committee moved on to the remaining General Speakers List. 

The formation of blocs seemed a little hazy; nevertheless, 

DPS REPORTS 



 

participants slowly but consistently began to take sides. The first day ended with the introduction of a new 

crisis for which they were asked to come prepared. 

Day 2 saw the formation of many working papers and 

well-prepared special speeches, where there were 

more than a few differences of opinions. The debate 

became rather competitive and the delegates were a 

lot more focused and determined, as three voting 

blocs emerged and competed against the strong 

allied bloc. The Draft Resolutions were checked in a 

clause-by-clause format, as the signatory delegate 

asked numerous perplexing Points of Information. 

The day ended with the majority vote of the Draft 

Resolution 2.0. The delegates left with their heads held 

high, and a lingering memory of the fantastic and inspiring experience they had had.  

THE UNCSTD 

The UNCSTD is quite an important body that is in charge of the scientific and technological developments. 

The Commission of Science and Technology Department commenced its debate with enthusiasm where the 

delegates put forth their views from the start. The looming question of the 21st century is one that has been 

proposed in theory before, but has never been confirmed – “Is automation out there in the world for the 

glorification of our future or its demise?” The committee felt the presence of numerous countries, where 

the delegates of these nations put forth their views in accord with their foreign policy. Starting with the 

General Speaker List, the first motion of the committee was raised – a discussion of the effects of AI in 

various sectors. The committee could sense a distinct 

division between the two opposing sides from day 

one. The debate also saw the various mining nations 

showing interest in adapting AI. In a round of formal 

debate, various delegates expressed either their 

consent or disapproval of the UBI with the delegates 

of many countries claiming this will increase financial 

finds of their countries which in turn will help recover 

jobs lost by automation. Even though the committee 

did not have a draft resolution, it did conclude armed 

with unique, suggestive and reliable solutions to this 

problem.  

THE ECOSOC 

The Economic and Social Council discussed and delved into the realm of technology and its impact upon 

foreign policies. Ranging from crypto currency to the death of the Chinese Head of State, the committee 

immediately started off with two opposing points of opinions about the acceptance and value of crypto 

currency, which inspired a moderated caucus on the “Advantages of Crypto currency”. The debatable topics 

revolved around the choice of whether crypto currency was a boon or a bane. Most speeches blamed this 

on privacy issues, cyber-attacks and anonymity of the users. On reverting back to the GSL the delegates 

discussed their countries’ policies regarding crypto currencies. The executive board then introduced a crisis 

to heat up the debate and create enthusiasm among delegates, the drop in the value of bitcoin, the suicidal 

death of the Chinese head of state and the value of Libra rising up to $8000 USD. The tensions continued to 

escalate and there seemed to be no common ground for a considerable period. The delegates finally exited, 



 

having grasped immensely from the conference, and excitedly sharing the technical insight that they got 

from this agenda.  

THE UNHRC 

In its August 2019 session, the United Nations Human Rights Commission convened to deliberate on the 

agenda ‘Human Rights of Prisoners of War’. During the first day of the conference, several general topics 

were discussed. The specifics of the 3rd 1949 Geneva Convention were explored by the committee. 

Delegates were questioned right off the bat as their respective Heads of State have made several 

controversial points on matters relating to Prisoners of War. Some frightful charges were made while one 

delegate quoted, “UNHRC exercises shameless hypocrisy”. One can easily recognise this as the committee 

with the most controversies and debates. The delegates recognized the poor conditions and ill treatment of 

prisoners of wars, both during and after the war. They acknowledged problems of overcrowding, solitary 

confinement and agreed that soldiers are humans and all humans have the right to be treated with dignity. 

Rightly said, “The degree of civilization of a country can be measured by entering its prisons”. The committee 

discussed not only the problems faced by prisoners of war, but raised apprehensions regarding the current 

standing of the Geneva Convention which has sustained 15 years without a protocol. Undoubtedly, the two-

day conference succeeded in raising new issues that have come up as well as old ones that had never been 

addressed or properly implemented. The committee not only raised issues but also found solutions for them. 

Although the committee had its own share of controversial statements and remarks, it gave the delegates 

the chance to put forward their own stance on the issue. 

THE UN SECURITY COUNCIL 
 
The UN Security Council is one of the six principal organs of the United Nations, charged with ensuring 
international peace and security, accepting new members to the United Nations and approving any changes 
to its charter. It is a prestigious committee and the delegates are typically more experienced students. As 
the GSLs began, delegates put out their stance in the UNSC. Eager to delve into the deeper issues threatening 
this world, a motion was raised to discuss the current situation in Syria. The debate ran around in circles, 
with each delegate deflecting the questions posed to them in speeches, and instead, countering different 
countries with their own questions. The debate was captivating, however, the Delegates only focused on 
the one part of the agenda and not about the situation in the Middle East as a whole. After a short un-
moderated caucus given to discuss the essence of the agenda, the delegate were briefed on “ The massacres 
in Golan Heights”, “The Iran, Syria and Hamas joint statement” and that the NATO issued statement that 
“Hamas and ISIS are responsible for the attacks and stringent action will be taken.” The committee soon 
moved into a press conference, where controversial statements were made and questions were posed to 
delegates, who either gave satisfactory answers or refrained from answering. The committee ended on a 
gratifying note. The delegates and the EB left the room with the experience of a memorable two days. 
 
THE ALL INDIA POLITICAL PARTY MEET 
 
Politics is the standard filler for embarrassing silences in conversation, the inevitable small talk at any social 
gathering. Indian politics is one such subject where one can’t help but get involved in. From several life changing 
schemes to unbelievable controversies and scandals, it makes sure it does not leave anyone uninterested. The All India 
Political Party Meet took their first step on the first day of the conference in exposing the delegates to the reality and 
functioning of Indian Politics at a global spectrum. As the debate began, and Narendra Modi took the reins, the subject 
immediately steered its way to the burning issue of the Article 370, which abolished the special privileges of the 
Kashmiri people, reigning in the terrorism in that area. Mehbooba Mufti and the Union Home Minister got into a 
heated debate, Mamta Banerjee was loaded with questions, and Ms. Sonia Gandhi expressed her immense frustration 
by firing at the BJP leaders and arguing with Rajnath Singh. Mr. Shah simply defied the allegations of being pro 

Hinduism and against Islam. There were a few cracked jokes, but they were not much of an icebreaker in the 
room full of opinionated people. As the committee was wandering in search of a favorable direction, the 



 

Moderator stepped in as the former Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh to guide the committee. Mufti 
swiftly attacked Arvind Kejriwal once the delegate was accused of unknowingly supporting the Modi Sarkar’s 
decision. The focus soon shifted from national to local leaders. The Chief Minister of Telangana, Mr. K 
Chandrasekhar Rao called Article 35 A a “blunder”.  
This year DPS MUN seemed to have brought an unprecedented increase in not just the quality of debate but 
also in making the delegates immensely confident in themselves. The agendas being extensively debatable 
may have posed minor challenges to the delegates but did not hinder them from being their best selves and 
expressing their hearts out. The MUN brought forth a plethora of learning for the participants. From 
analytical skills to problem-solving skills, from global diplomacy to public speaking, research and networking 
skills, DPS MUN provided innumerable opportunities to all participants and ignited the thirst for knowledge. 
The delegates returned home as kindred spirits armed with confidence to become world leaders.  
  



 

 

CLASS: PRE-PRIMARY                                                                                                           DATE: 6/08/19 
 “Nature’s beauty is a gift that cultivates appreciation and gratitude.”  
“Watching a ladybug crawl, worms wriggle through the soil, 
gazing at the clouds, listening to cuckoo’s melodies, jumping 
into puddles, smelling the fresh cut grass, watching the trees 
sway to the rhythm of fresh breeze, soaking in the beautiful 
sunrise and sunset through the tall mountains, admiring the 
flowers as they bloom and blossoms …….” 

 

 

 

Nothing can fascinate one better than the enchanting 

world of nature. The fresh air of the natural world is so 

invigorating and offers endless opportunities in all 

delightful forms of self-expression that are often restricted 

indoors. Children are innate scientists and love to 

experience the sights, scents, sounds and textures of 

outdoors.  The only way to enable children to grow in nature is to open the doors and let them out, to explore the 

wonder and bounties of the natural world. 

In the same vein, a weeklong Nature Fest was formulated for our vibrant little dipsites during the last week of July 

with a predominant objective to cultivate the importance of the nature and the indispensable need of preserving it 

for the generations to come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During this thematic week, a string of spellbinding events like circle time included appreciating nature with 
felicitous pictures, making of nature-oriented crafts as a takeaway, videos on nature and nature walk were 
planned as part of the week-long celebrations.  
To make the celebration grand, sports were weaved into the theme 
of Nature. A mass dance drill and various ingenious novelty races 
based on nature, song and Poem Recitation took place. Further, few 
intellectual races for parents were planned, keeping them on the 
edge of their seat. The winners were given a sapling each. The event 
was highly appreciated for the way it was organized and the way 
children performed various drills and displays. 

Nature Fest – A Thematic Event 



 

These young minds exuberantly took part in every step of the way, diving into the real captivating world.  In 
this process, the children not just developed a deep love for nature but also learnt how important it was to 

preserve the nature and its elements 
for posterity. Inducing such themes 
into academics not just fosters their 
imagination and creativity but can 
even certainly have a, positive impact 
on physical and mental health of the 
children, laying the groundwork for a 

life-long connection to the natural world and thereby 
imparting the most valuable lessons required for life. 
Overall, it was a week of fun and frolic where the little 
dipsites indulged with the theme while carrying 
valuable take-aways with them.  
 

 

 

 

 

CLASS- PREP                                                DATE- 28/0819 

India, a land for sages, known for its bravery for ages. A land of sweet 
fountains and high mountains, yet it’s glorious past makes us 
commemorate. Its integrity is its beauty, its unity a unique force, its 
citizens of love and duty. My motherland I think of you, I adore. 
Nothing gives us more pride than witnessing our Tricolor flying high 
above all, making us reminisce the heroic sacrifices made by our 
valorous leaders, watching our motherland stand tall globally.  
Children are potential leaders of tomorrow and are the greatest 
strength of our country. The children of today need to be instilled with 
values and patriotism to lead the country towards progress and 
development.  
 

In this context, to instill the pride of belongingness to the 

nation and highlight the importance of freedom, an 

invigorating theme imbued with patriotism was planned for 

the theme of the month where the children of Pre- primary 

were taken through various fun filled and informative 

activities. 

During this Thematic Week, Patriotism Fest was organized 

on 28 August 2019 by the children of Prep C, where the 

children brimming with patriotic spirit enchanted the 

audience with a beautiful rendition and tapped their tippy 

toes to the beats of Patriotism. The children also dressed up 

as freedom fighters, mesmerizing the audience through 

their iconic words. 

Also, our little Dipsites and parents took part in various novelty races pertaining to patriotism leaving the spectators 

in awe.  

Patriotism Fest 



 
The children were engaged in various stimulating activities like Pictionary on National symbols, freedom fighters, 

making of alluring crafts like embellishing the national flag with the three colours. The grand event concluded with the 

display of a few inspiring videos on National symbols and famous personalities. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
CLASS- V&VI                                                DATE-9/08/19  
The Times NIE had organized the screening of the movie ‘All I want For Christmas’ for the students of Classes 
V & VI at Harihara Kala Bhavana on Thursday 9th August 2019. The students accompanied by their teachers 
reached the auditorium at 9:15am. The movie commenced promptly at 9:30am. 
The movie is about a divorced couple with two children. The children take it upon themselves to stop their 
mother from marrying another man and bring about reconciliation between their parents. The title is 
justified by the fact that hilarious movie is set during the Christmas season. 
The students enjoyed the movie and were very vocal in their appreciation. After the show the students were 
asked for their views on the movie to which Srihitha of VI G spoke on behalf of the students of DPS 
Hyderabad. She expressed her pleasure and thanked the organizers for the entertaining movie. 
The movie provided a welcome break for the students from their routine day at school. 
 

 

CLASS- XII                                                                                                                                DATE – 7/08/19 

“Passion is the fuel behind a successful career.” 

An interactive session was conducted by Mr. Mohnish Yerra, a successful alumnus 
of Delhi Public School Hyderabad on August 5, 2019 in Room Number 14 for the 
students of the science stream of class 12. Talking about his journey right from the 
school days to becoming the influential person he is today, Mr. Yerra discussed 
intricately his success story with the students. Laying special emphasis on the 
importance of following one’s passion in life, he encouraged students to focus 
equally on academics and Co-curricular activities. Sharing his various experiences, 
he reflected on the fact that a child’s ability or talent cannot be judged based solely 
on the basis of his/her grades. He then clarified the doubts of the students 
regarding accommodation, managing expenses and admission processes for 
universities in the United States. He also explained the differences in the education 
systems in India and abroad. Feeling nostalgic about revisiting his school which laid 
the foundation for his successful career, he thanked all teachers who guided him in the best possible way. 

 

TIME NIE Movie Screening 

An Interactive Session With Mr Mohnish Yerra 



 

 

CLASSES: XI & XII                                                                                                      DATE -  26/08/19 
 
A webinar was conducted by one of the alumni of our school for the benefit of students of class 11 and 12 
aspiring to take up English literature in college. It was conducted by Aheli Jana, who is doing her English 
honours at Lady Shriram College, Delhi. It was based on exploring the scope and benefits of taking English 
literature as a core subject in graduation. The participants were first made aware of the skills and qualities 
that they would acquire through the English graduation course. Ms. Jana discussed about the teaching 
methods and learning process that takes place at graduation level in relation to English literature which 
included critical analysis, report and journal making, etc. She proceeded to give a list of the best colleges in 
India and abroad offering the said course. There was a detailed description about the future job prospects 
in this field as well. In the end, there was a question - answer round where participants had queries about 
admission process in such colleges and the course structure.  
The participants found the webinar to be very interesting and a useful opportunity for interested students 
to get a deeper view of the course of their choice. With their senior's valuable guidance, the students were 
greatly benefited from the webinar.  
 
 
CLASSES: XI & XII                                                                                                                 DATE: 27/08/19 
 
The school conducted a workshop for the students of the senior secondary classes on ‘SAT - Planning and 
Preparation’. Mr. Ramakrishnan from Univariety briefed the budding minds about what the Scholastic 
Assessment Test is and enabled them to know more about the SAT coaching and exam. 
He interacted with the students and told them all about the practical details of SAT, the countries and 
institutions that accept SAT scores and more with the help of an informative presentation. The students 
were also made aware about the subjects that they are tested in, the time restraint, marking scheme and 
how to ace the respective subjects. He emphasized on the importance of possessing a good vocabulary and 
logical reasoning abilities and urged the students to read newspapers, articles and essays to improve the 
former. The students actively noted down all the constructive points and were given tips and clues to help 
them perform well in the exam and to identify and improve on their weaker areas. 
In the session, Mr. Ramakrishnan also discussed about the significance of what we think – also known as 
the concept of Classical Conditioning and enlightened the students about the psychological aspects of our 
lives. He then counseled the students by encouraging them to first decide the course they would want to 
pursue, followed by their choice of colleges and then write the exam based on the country they wish to go 
to. “Smart work is better than hard work” was the message that was propitiously conveyed in the 
workshop. 
At the end of the session, queries and doubts put forward by the intrigued students were entertained and 
an expression of gratitude was extended towards Mr. Ramakrishnan as well as Univariety for their time. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Webinar On Taking Up English Literature 

Workshop - Univariety 

PIT-STOP 
The difference between affect and effect 

 R-remember  
A- affect 
V- verb 

E- effect 
N- noun 
 



 

 

CLASS: PRE-PRIMARY 

The Pre-primary wing of Delhi Public School Hyderabad was buzzing with activity for the entire week in 
order to celebrate the 73rd Independence Day with fervour. 
 The students were first made aware of the significance of 15th August followed by pep talk on national 
symbols. They were given a brief summary of what had happened during the freedom struggle, the 
freedom fighters and what is the importance of freedom in our lives. This helps to inculcate pride for their 
country.                                               
 Next was an engrossing group activity where the students got to prepare the Indian flag by either paper 
tearing, palm painting or earbud painting. Each child was putting in effort so that the flag comes out well.  
Creative games were conducted where the students sorted the national symbols. This helped them to 
recollect what they had learnt from the pep talk held earlier. It was a good exercise for bonding and team 
building as well. Patriotic songs were taught to the children wherein each section recited a different song. 
A sense of belonging to one’s nation was also inculcated in the students. Overall it was a fun-filled 
experience for them.  
 
 
 
CLASS: I and II                                                                                                 DATE: 15.8.19   
To inculcate the patriotic fervour and reinforce in them national pride and respect for the nation on the eve 

of Independence Day celebrations, various activities were organised across grade I & II. 

It started with Grade I organising an assembly showcasing the important historical events related to the 

nation's struggle of Independence through visual acts. Video of the song composed in honour of Kargil Vijay 

Diwas was shown to the kids. Students immensely enjoyed and loved the song and sang along saluting our 

great Martyrs. Craft activity to create Indian flag with ice-cream sticks – were coloured, designed and then 

stuck in the drawing books. 

Students also participated in the colouring activity wherein they coloured the national symbols like the 

national animal, bird, fruit, flower and flag. Various videos were shown to students of both grades related to 

the freedom struggle. Commemorating our brave soldiers who are the guardians of our frontiers, “The Indian 

Soldier” is a role model for the people of India, scrupulously honest, positive, sacrificing towards nation. 

 On this special occasion to remember and echo the ideals of Independence, poster making activity was 

organised for grade 2 on the theme “A Tribute to Soldiers’. The students participated enthusiastically 

depicting various pictures. 

Interact Club members initiated environment friendly flags which could be planted and gave a talk on the 

importance of these flags. They distributed flags that can be grown as saplings and spoke about the “National 

Flag” which needs to be upheld as it is the Nation’s pride and honour. 

CLASS: III and IV                                                                                               DATE: 15.8.19 

‘Freedom is never given, it is won.’ 

The month of August brings in a spirit of patriotism and the true sentiment of being a proud Indian.  

As India proudly celebrates its 73rd Independence Day on the 15th of August, Indians and the rest of the 
world would cherish the idea of oneness and remember the sacrifices that freedom fighters made during 
their struggle against the British Empire.  

The students of Delhi Public School were eagerly waiting for the week long celebrations that unanimously 
brought the entire school together.  

WEEKLONG CELEBRATION BONANZA 

INDEPENDENCE DAY 



 

The children were briefed on the importance of this day in the most assertive manner. A combination of 
hymns and melodious songs about our nation were sung by the music teacher to express pride and hope. 
The students of grade 3 and 4 began their week long celebrations by making book marks. The sanctity of the 
Indian flag was beautifully presented pictorially on it. To portray the unity and harmony of India, children 
made a collage as a group activity. They made a collage of all the things related to our country. Every 
classroom then proudly displayed their prized work.   

To make kids aware of the importance of Independence Day, patriotic videos about freedom fighters were 
shown. They then designed greeting cards using their creativity displaying their spirit of true patriotism. The 
music of our national song ‘Vande Mataram’ vibrated all around the school invoking the true fervor of 
patriotism. The latest song ‘watan’ for Independence Day was resonating in every class. The Independence 
Day celebrations culminated by hoisting the flag, our Nation’s pride. Everyone from students to teachers 
joined hands to make the occasion memorable. 

CLASS: V                                                                                                                          DATE: 14.8.19 

The midnight of August 15, 1947 is memorable for every Indian on earth, as it is the time, when India gained 

independence from the stranglehold of the British. Since then, the red-letter day is celebrated with pomp 

and gaiety, across the length and breadth of India. 

The fifth graders at DPS Hyderabad celebrated this special day with a collage making activity.  The students 

made beautiful collages depicting their own take on independent India. While some showed the struggle for 

independence, some collages celebrated independent India with pictures of the rapid development that our 

country has witnessed. If there was a riot of colours in some, others stood out because of their simplicity. 

But the underlying patriotism was the element that was the most prominent. The most outstanding ones 

were put up on the notice boards for all to see.   

The activity was enjoyed by all and also proved to be a good learning experience as the students had done 

their research and shared many pieces of information with each other.  

CLASS: VI                                                                                                                        DATE: 14.8.19 

On the occasion of the 73rd Independence Day the students of class VI DPS Hyderabad participated in a 
collage making activity. The students were asked to plan, design and then make a collage on what the 
Independence Day brought to mind. 
The students participated in the individual activity with a lot of enthusiasm and creativity. They carried the 
required materials from home and made the collages in class. The finished collages were a treat to the eye 
with their vibrant pictures and innovative presentations.  
The other activity taken up on this occasion was a spontaneous oration on ‘What Independence Means to 
Me.’ The clarity of thought and expression of the speakers was commendable. Thus both these activities put 
together helped the students to rediscover the patriotic fervour and set the mood for the national festival 
with one and all taking pride in their identity as an Indian first and foremost. 

CLASS: VII                                                                                                                       DATE: 14.8.19 
The students of Grade VII participated in activities that showcased different aspects of India’s freedom 
struggle and the nation’s growth in the form of slogans, mathematical representations, scientific research, 
not forgetting the geographical and historical scope of the same. A week long planning and preparation was 
made to guide and steer the students’ research work for a successful outcome of the celebration. The activity 
session stretched for one and a half hour during the last working hour of the day when the kids thoroughly 
enjoyed engaging themselves in the collaborative as well as individual projects. Students of section VII D and 
VII G were engaged in creative work like Slogan Writing and Poster Making. Students of Grade VII B and VII 
E were segregated into groups who made collages on the freedom fighters, their struggle and contribution. 
Statistical and graphic representations of India’s literacy, population, medical and urban developments were 
exhibited by the student groups of VII C and VII H. Students of Grade VII A and VII H made charts displaying 



 

their fact findings on the developments of space research and modern transportation in the post-
independence era. The day concluded with the same enthusiasm with which it had begun.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS: VIII, IX & X                                                                                                       DATE: 14.8.19 

           On the brightly dawned morning on 15th August 2019, DPS Hyderabad celebrated the patriotic            

occasion of the 73rd Independence Day. The day began with the beautiful prayer song in the presence of the 

Director Mrs. Rekha Agarwala and Principal Mrs. Geetha Vishwanathan, teachers and students. A wonderful 

assembly was put up by the students of grade VIII to commemorate the great sacrifices of our national 

heroes. The main theme was introduced with an eventful skit through where the students depicted a 

soldier’s life.  

Next, the students recited the significant events that took place in India through the decades. This focused 

on the achievements of Indians over the past covering the major events of 1857, 1947, Kargil, Uri and 

Pulwana where we notice the role of army and how they saved our motherland. It was followed by an 

inspiring rendition of a prayer song by the choir group. The students also spoke about a day of one particular 

soldier Mr. Yogendra Singh Yadav who displayed an extraordinary feat of during Kargil war.  

 This was followed by another short skit by the Dipsites which provided an insightful conversation between 

an individual and its spirit about patriotism. A local folk song named ‘Burra Katha’ in the form of recitation 

was chanted in the local language by a student about ‘Unity in diversity’. Then the students spoke about 

another beautiful occasion Raksha Bandhan highlighted with the various examples from history which speaks 

about the significance of love and affection of a brother for his sister. They mentioned about the origin of 

Raksha Bandhan and how it was also celebrated once during independence to unite Hindus and Muslims 

under the guidance of Rabindranath Tagore. The scintillating performance drew a huge round of applause 

from the audience. Following this was the presentation of a spirit evoking melodious rendition of song and 

dance that fired the stage with the spirit of unity and freedom. 

  



 

The programme concluded with a vote of thanks followed by National anthem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS: XI and XII                                                                                                         DATE: 14.8.19 

Independence Day was celebrated with utmost zeal and unprecedented fervor in Delhi Public School, 

Hyderabad as a week-long event. A gamut of activities and competitions were held in the campus to mark 

the significant event.  The occasion inspired the students to enkindle a sense of patriotism. A slogan writing 

completion was held to motivate the students to express their opinion on the idea of unity in diversity. The 

students enthusiastically contributed bringing out their innate creativity. It is said that music imparts a 

feeling of oneness and brotherhood.  With this idea in mind a patriotic song competition was held to express 

ones devotion and support to the mother land. The students sang with full vigor and dynamism bringing in 

a harmony between their thoughts, words and actions. In addition to this, an exciting Quiz competition was 

organized to create and test the general awareness of the students about the Indian independence history. 

The students were divided into four groups comprising four members in each team. An array of questions 



 

were asked to test their knowledge on the subject. The participants were seen fully involved to outsmart 

each other to win the competition.  This quiz was truly a learning experience for both the audience and the 

participants.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS-XI & XII (COMMERCE)                                                                                    DATE-13/08/19 

PLACE – Anand Food Products 

 

“You never stop learning. You learn something 

new every day.” -Robinson Cano 

 

Students of Class XI and XII from the Commerce 

streams visited Anand Food Products– Parle 

Factory on 13th August 2019 for an Educational 

field trip. 

 

On arrival, the students and teachers were 

shown a 10 minutes long animated movie, citing 

various achievements and internal workings of 

an ideal Parle Factory. They learned about few 

famous people associated with the history of 

the formation of the first Parle Factory, namely, 

Shri Mohanlal Dayal and Shri Narottam 

Chauhan. 

Educational Field Trip 

https://www.azquotes.com/author/85611-Robinson_Cano


 

After watching the informative and 

entertaining short clip, the students 

were taken around the manufacturing 

unit where they viewed the 

manufacturing of Hide and Seek 

biscuits. It was learnt that about 250 

workers were employed in the 

manufacturing unit who worked in 2 

shifts round the clock- One ranging 

from 7 in the morning to 7 in the 

evening and the next from 7 in the 

evening till 7 in the morning. The 

students were also informed that the 

entire establishment closed only for 2 

Sundays in a month for maintenance 

purposes.  

Around 40 tons of biscuit manufacturing ensues in 24 hours. The process of mixing and molding the biscuits 

takes 3 minutes and 30 seconds. The baking of the biscuits is done in 6 levels of temperature zones. The 

entire process of biscuit manufacturing from start to end completes within 9 minutes and 30 seconds. 

Through this trip, the students learned about the practical experiences of being in the onsite production 

units of a manufacturing industry. They got an opportunity to understand the time and effort that goes into 

the mixing, molding, baking, cooling, stacking and packaging stages of any food item. In the end, they learned 

a lot from this valuable trip.                                                    

CLASS-XI-B (SCIENCE)                                                                                DATE-13/08/19 

PLACE – ICRISAT  

The students of class 11 B visited ICRISAT-

International Crop Research Institute for Semi-

Arid Tropics- at Patancheru for an educational trip 

on 13th August 2019. ICRISAT is a very significant 

place to visit and all the students had a meaningful 

time over there. Mr. M. M. Sharma, a scientist at this 

reputed institute briefed the students about the 

importance of the institution with utmost enthusiasm and 

interest.  



 

 

The students were told about the focused outlook of research at ICRISAT. Mr. Sharma enlightened the 

students about the techniques of water conservation and talked about the conservation of all the resources 

that Mother Nature has given us. Talking about the Origin of Life on Earth and the various methods of 

agriculture that are being followed in ICRISAT, he reinstated how it is very important for us to take care of 

Mother Nature.  Moreover Mr. Sharma also advised the students to change their lifestyles for a better and 

healthy life in future. 

 Agriculture and water conservation are factors which we do 

not usually pay heed to in our everyday lives. Nature has given 

us a plenty of resources that we must value and make judicious 

use of for sustainable development. The trip was a very good 

experience for all the students to realise the importance of 

nature. 

The visit also made them realise that in today’s world, there is 

a plethora of career opportunities in the field of agricultural 

research. It is very important for the students to have 

knowledge of all the career prospects around them in order to 

make a conscious decision for their life. 

Such trips give exposure to the students into the outside world, 

one which is beyond books. This helps in the holistic 

development of students. 

CLASS-XII (SCIENCE)                                                                                DATE-13/08/19 

PLACE – CCMB 

 

The students of class XII from the streams BiPC and MBiPC visited CSIR- Centre for Cellular and Molecular 

Biology as a part of the CBSE project work. 

The trip began with an exciting metro ride to the Centre. 

The students and faculty received a warm welcome 

from the staff of CSIR, followed by a thought-provoking 

seminar conducted by one of the research associates 

working at the facility. The students learnt a lot about 

the nuances in the fields of molecular biology. 

Moreover, they were enriched by some interesting 

information on the projects undertaken by the Centre. 

This was followed by a brief tour of the institution- the 

electron and cryo-electron microscope lab, and the 

Drosophila lab. The students were overwhelmed by the detail of the work being carried out by the 

researchers, and keenly observed the different procedures. They also got an opportunity to observe the 

operation of various professional equipment.  

All in all, it was a thoroughly enjoyable experience which the students will cherish for the years to come.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

CLASS-XII-A (SCIENCE)                                                                                DATE-13/08/19 

PLACE – National Institute of Nutrition 

 

The students of class XII-A were taken to the NIN (National Institute of Nutrition) which is a 100-year-old 

body and the only institute in India which is solely based on 

nutrition related research. The institute also performs 

experiments on animals which are related to the field of 

nutrition and studies organ cells. In addition to this, it also 

initiates site visits to enquire about the nutritional requirement 

of different people. The students were exposed to the field of 

nutrition through an interactive session. The facilitator began 

the session by explaining the basics of nutrition. He talked about 

how breakfast is the most important meal of the day and that 

lunch and dinner should be taken in moderate quantities. He also mentioned the appropriate dosage of the 

various kinds of food items we intake. He advised that it is desirable to take 200-250 g of vegatables,90-100g 

of fruits for minerals needed for enzyme synthesis, grains or pulses for proteins and milk for vitamins. He 

talked about how we must enhance our immune system and how obesity and diseases go hand in hand. The 

students were also briefed about the role DNA plays in their nutrition. The students realized how a healthy 

diet is very important for the proper synthesis of proteins. 

Some students also asked clarified their doubts about the 

consumption of junk food. The facilitator informed the 

students that the consumption of junk food may not affect 

adversely as long as it is taken in moderation. Besides the 

facilitator also cleared various myths about nutrition that 

people generally believe due to the impact of social media 

and other resources. The major takeaway was that a balance 

diet full of nutrients helps us build our immune system which 

protects us from diseases and helps us stay fit and healthy. Overall it was a very enlightening and informative 

experience where students got a better insight into a very important factor of their life, that is, nutrition. 

CLASS-XI & XII (HUMANITIES)                                                                             DATE-13/08/19 

PLACE – SALAR JUNG MUSEUM 

The Humanities students of classes 11 and 12 were taken to the Salar Jung Museum of Hyderabad on 13th 

August 2019, as a part of their educational trips for the academic year 2019-20. The Salar Jung museum was 

inaugurated in December 1951 by the then Prime Minister of India, Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru and Dr. Zakir 



 

Hussain, with the grand collections of the Salar Jungs, or the Prime Minister of the Nizams. The students 

were given a detailed, guided tour of the museum to give them a better understanding of the collection. 

The tour began in the Founders’ Gallery, with the students getting to know about the contributions made by 

Salar Jung I and Salar Jung III. The various motifs presented by the British Crown (sliver bowls, gold caskets, 

porcelain vase produced as a mark of the 50th anniversary of Queen Victoria, etc.) were shown, along with 

the seats of the Salar Jungs, the British Queen and her consort. In the Ivory carvings’ gallery, they were shown 

the various masterpieces that were made out of ivory like daggers, chairs, lampshades, chess boards etc. 

Notable works displayed in this section include the Ivory Coach, the Ivory Carved Mat (from Ramnagar, U.P- 

19th century) and the Ivory chairs of Tipu Sultan. 

The next stop was at the famous musical clock, which is more than 200 years old. With more than 350 parts, 

manufactured in London and assembled in Calcutta, the musical clock stands as a landmark of the Salar Jung 

Museum and is one of the 4 clocks of such antiquity in Hyderabad. The students then went to the European 

sculptures’ section, where they saw the sculpture of Veiled Rebecca. The statue is one of the 5 similar pieces 

created by the Italian sculptor Giovanni Benzoni made out of one single piece of marble. 

The Walking Sticks’ Gallery displayed more than 200 different walking sticks collected by the Salar Jung III 

for various purposes and from various parts of the world. The Armoury section housed many weapons and 

had both Indian and Western armours at display. Its displays were wide ranging; from 17th century Abbasi 

swords, to shields, daggers, kandhas, panjas, khukaris, guns and revolvers; it housed multifarious weaponry 

from different times. 

The European Paintings section housed a collection of 80 paintings collected by Salar Jung III. The paintings 

were diverse in their subjects and this section also housed the Wooden Statue of Mephistopheles and 

Margareta which is an embodiment of good vs. evil, with Mephistopheles resembling the evil and Margareta 

the good.  Various glass works from various parts of the world like Istanbul and Bohemia were also seen. The 

tour ended with the students taking note of the various possessions of Marie Antoinette, the last French 

Queen before the French Revolution.  

The visit proved to be fruitful as the students got acquainted with the masterpieces from various time 

periods that deepened their knowledge of the past. The students returned with a sense of satisfaction for 

having learnt about the rich heritage of their land and those that exercised authority over it.  

 

 

FLAG MAKING CONTEST 2019-2020 

CLASS: Nursery                                                                                                               DATE: 21.8.19 

 

To ignite patriotism among the young Dipsites, a flag making contest was held on 21st August, 2019. The little 

ones were explained about the significance of the Tricolour of our National Flag. 

For the contest, they were given an outline picture of the flag, cotton buds & colours to create some nice art 

work using ear buds. Exploring dot arts by ear bud printing in different ways helped them to develop fine 

motor skills, concentration & focus. The beauty of this activity was that it extends and encourages creativity 

and imagination among the children. The excitement was evident on their faces when they dipped the ear 

bud in paint to imprint it on the paper. The finished product, no doubt proved that imagination and creativity 

go hand in hand. Kudos to the children for their active participation and amazing art work. The judges for 

the contest were the talented students of classes XI and XII who brought their refreshing opinions to the 

table. The judges were Nitya Lulla of 11B and Anish Mathur 12A. 

    INTER-HOUSE COMPETITIONS 



 
NURSERY: A  

S.No Name House Position 

1 AZMA FATIMA  SAPPHIRE I 

2 RIDHIMA SIRSI TOPAZ II 

3 AARAV BANERJEE TOPAZ III 

4 SREE NEEHARIKA. U RUBY CONSOLATION 

 

NURSERY: B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NURSERY: C 

S.No Name House Position 

1 MYRA TOPAZ I 

2 KOVAI AADYA RUBY II 

3 NABIHA KHAN RUBY III 

4 SANVI KRITI TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

NURSERY: D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NURSERY E 

S.No Name House Position 

1 ANVIKA JAISWAL SAPPHIRE I 

2 GOVERDHAN BABU SAPPHIRE II 

3 JUHITHA SAI. C EMERALD III 

4 ISHAN ROY CHOUDHURY EMERALD Consolation 

 

NURSERY F 

S.No Name House Position 

1 SAANVI GADIRAJU SAPPHIRE I 

2 G. KRISHNA  REDDY TOPAZ II 

3 SAANVI PATHAK EMERALD III 

4 SAMITA REDDY EMERALD CONSOLATION 

S.No Name House Position 

1 NIHA LAKOJU TOPAZ I 

2 AADYA RIYA BARMA RUBY II 

3 GARBHAM VIHANYA RUBY III 

4 AADHVIKA NSP T TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

S.No Name House Position 

1 VIVAAN POPAT RUBY I 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Rhythm and Rhyme - Poem Enactment 
Class: Prep                                                                                                            Date: 21st August 2019   
                                                          
Poem enactment is a form of self-expression where words and expressions are creatively used to convey the 

message to the audience. It is an excellent way of developing rhythm, phonemic awareness and self-

expression amongst the students. It also helps to boost their confidence level. 

As it is the month of August, wherein we celebrate our Independence, Patriotism was an apt theme for the 

contest. Poems were chosen accordingly by the respective class teachers and the students from each house 

were trained to perform with actions, intonations, rhythm, stress and expressions. Each section had 

presented four poems, one from each house. More emphasis was on teamwork and coordination which play 

a key role in these group events. There was a hundred percent participation from each section. 

The judges for the competition were as follows: 
Ms. Laxmi Samal (Coordinator, Pre-Primary) 
Ms. Sarabjeet  
Ms. Sahithi M 
 Ms. Mishtu  
 
The criteria for the judgement was: 
 Co-ordination, Clarity, Rhythm, Actions, Presentation & Expressions, Content 
 The judges were quite impressed by the presentation of each class.  
Winners 

PREP: A 

S.No House Position 

1 SAPPHIRE I 

2 RUBY II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 SANGAM AVANTIKA EMERALD II 

3 J. DEVARSH REDDY EMERALD III 

4 ANISHKA MEDASANI SAPPHIRE CONSOLATION 



 
PREP: B 

S.No House Position 

1 SAPPHIRE I 

2 EMERALD II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PREP: C 

S.No House Position 

1 EMERALD I 

2 RUBY II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PREP: D 

S.No House Position 

1 EMERALD I 

2 SAPPHIRE II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
PREP: E 

S.No House Position 

1 SAPPHIRE I 

2 EMERALD II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PREP: F 

 

S.No House Position 

1 SAPPHIRE I 

2 EMERALD II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PREP: G 

 

S.No House Position 

1 SAPPHIRE I 

2 EMERALD II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BEST OUT OF WASTE 

CLASS-I                  DATE: 20/08/2019 
 
             “A society is defined not only by what it creates but by what it refuses 
to destroy.” 
The much celebrated and followed upon National Campaign of ‘Swatch 
Bharat’ was reinforced yet again through a very interesting Inter House 
Contest of ‘Best out of Waste’ for the class I students. The contest was 
conducted on 20th August 2019.  

Best out of waste is an amazing way to 
utilize material which most of the times 
goes into trash bins. In order to make 
children aware of re-using certain material instead of wasting it, a habit 
must be generated amongst children as to how to put waste to best use. 
Through this contest, the students got a first-hand experience of 
practicing the importance of not wasting things and it proved to be a 
very good means of teaching the little minds how we can make 
productive use of the things we generally think are waste. 

The event displayed the fascinating imagination of the kids. Students showcased their creativity by coming 
up with wonderful items out of the least thought of things. It was amazing to watch their creativity unfold 
and their enthusiasm reaching a different height as they progressed through the competition.  

 

WINNERS’ LIST 

S.NO NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1 G JAYAKRISHNA SIDDHARTH I A TOPAZ I 

2 BIBHAS BARIK I A RUBY II 

3 AASHREETA MANDE I A TOPAZ III 

4 CHERITH VALLABHANENI I A SAPPHIRE CON 

5 ISHAN BANERJEE I B SAPPHIRE I 

6 PIYUSHI MAHENDRAKAR I B TOPAZ II 

7 SHAURYA BHASIN I B TOPAZ III 

8 LITHIYA REDDY BADAM I B SAPPHIRE CON 

9 JAINA KOCHAR I C RUBY I 

10 ASHRITH REDDY RACHALA I C TOPAZ II 

11 SAUMYA PANDEY I C EMERALD III 

12 SIMRAT KWATRA I C SAPPHIRE CON 



 

13 JUI DHAVAL GANDHI I D SAPPHIRE I 

14 SONALI DAS I D EMERALD II 

15 ATHARV AWASTHI I D EMERALD III 

16 VIVEK SRIRANGAM I D RUBY CON 

17 Y SAI AKSHARA I E RUBY I 

18 NAVYA AGARWAL I E RUBY II 

19 ADLA SRI SAI VIHAN I E EMERALD III 

20 AISHI AHMED I E EMERALD CON 

21 GUTTA GAGANDEEP I F RUBY I 

22 YASHASWINI D CHATTERJEE I F RUBY II 

23 AQSA JABEEN I F SAPPHIRE 
III 
 

25 SHRIYA RAHUL RATHOD I G RUBY I 

26 ARSHIKA GUPTA I G SAPPHIRE II 

27 JAANYA KULSHRESTHA I G SAPPHIRE III 

28 SAHASRA BHIMAVARAPU I G RUBY CON 

29 AAHANA KAUSHIK I H TOPAZ I 

30 VANSH PRASAD I H EMERALD II 

31 PEHEL SHAH I H RUBY III 

32 CHILUKURI RUHIKA REDDY I H EMERALD CON 

33 VIVAAN KAUSHIK I I SAPPHIRE I 

34 SHIVANSH AGARWAL I I SAPPHIRE II 

35 AMOLIKA DANG I I EMERALD III 

36 AADYA PANT TELIDEVARA I I TOPAZ CON 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

GIFT WRAPPING 

CLASS: II                        DATE: 20/08/2019 
 
“Creativity is making marvelous out of the discarded” 
 

A gift is not only a gesture of love but also appreciation that 
can make a huge difference to anyone. Gift wrapping is an 
art that enhances a good and thoughtful gift. Little hands 
and imaginative minds came together to showcase their 
creativity. Fantabulous ideas, beyond expectations were 
demonstrated by the children as they used eco-friendly 
material for 
wrapping and 
came out with 

different 
innovative 

ideas of gift wrapping. Reusable and recyclable materials such as 
newspapers, old magazine papers, shoe boxes, pistachio shells, 
beads, jute ropes etc. were used. We could see an array of 
artefacts leaving everyone totally impressed. Values like 
preservation, recycling, reduce and reuse were implanted in the 
young heart and minds of the little ones. The students 
thoroughly enjoyed doing it and the innovative ideas were adjudged keeping in mind children’s unveiling 
talent, enthusiasm and artistry.  

WINNERS LIST 

S.NO STUDENT NAME CLASS/SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1.  ARJUN RAMASWAROOP SOMANI II A EMERALD I 

2.  AISHANI DUBEY II A TOPAZ II 

3.  AADYA SINGH II A SAPPHIRE III 

4.  RISHAB BHUSHAN II A EMERALD CON 

5.  RIDDHIMA MISRA II A TOPAZ CON 

6.  PRATEEK SHARMA II B SAPPHIRE I 

7.  MUSKAAN MANIHAR II B RUBY II 

8.  VATSAL MUTHYALA II B SAPPHIRE III 

9.  VIVAAN ANAND JOSHI II B EMERALD CON 

10.  SHAURYA GUPTA II C EMERALD I 

11.  RHIDAM KUNJESH SARADE II C SAAPPHIRE II 

12.  KHUSHI MANIHAR II C SAPPHIRE III 

13.  RAAHITYA KARNATAK II C RUBY CON 

14.  V N NIHAL II D SAPPHIRE I 

15.  NIRVAN BAJORIA II D TOPAZ II 

16.  SRI DEEKSHITA JAVVADI II D RUBY III 

17.  N GEETHA SARVAJNA II D EMERALD CON 



 

18.  SAANVI MISHRA II E EMERALD I 

19.  JOSHNIKA ULSALA II E TOPAZ II 

20.  HAMZAH IRFAN GHAZI II E RUBY III 

21.  NISHTHA PRIYA II E EMERALD CON 

22.  AUM SINHA II F RUBY I 

23.  SARAH ROBIN KUJUR II F TOPAZ II 

24.  BOCHELA AKSHAY II F EMERALD III 

25.  HARSHVARDHAN JOSHI II F EMERALD CON 

26.  MOKSHA NAVEEN KUMAR II G EMERALD I 

27.  ASHITA ASHISH II G RUBY II 

28.  NAKSH SHARMA II G TOPAZ III 

29.  N MANSI PRASANNA II G RUBY III 

30.  NANDAN LODHA II G EMERALD CON 

31.  TANISHKA DAMERA II H RUBY I 

32.  AVANI B E II H SAPPHIRE II 

33.  AKARSH NARAPUREDDY II H TOPAZ III 

34.  DHAIRYA TUSHAR SHRIMANKAR II H TOPAZ CON 

35.  AMAAN SAHIL INAMDAR II H EMERALD CON 

 
Story Enactment Contest 2019-2020 

CLASS: III                                                                                                                           DATE: 23.08.2019  
Start where you are, use what you have, do what you can. 

When learning is purposeful, creativity blossoms. When creativity blossoms, thinking emanates. When 
thinking emanates, knowledge is fully lit.  
This month students of grade 3 were challenged with a task of exhibiting their creativity in acting i.e. “Story 
Enactment”. The topic being “Swatch Bharat”.  
The presentation was house wise. Each group decided on a story. They penned down the script in their own 
simple language. The props were listed and made on their own. The students did not limit themselves to 
Swatch Bharat, they included topics like save the environment or the trees. They named their stories – The 
journey of a tree, save the whale etc.  
The contest exposed the hidden talent of the students in creativity, written skills, expression, leadership, 
team work and use of the available resources in the best possible manner. 
The excitement to perform and express their imagination was in the air and every child did their best. 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.No Name Of The Student House  Points Position 

1  Sourav Satapathy 

Ruby A 10 First 

2  Aakifah Ahmed 

3  Amod Kashyap Vemuganti 

4  Ashwika Verma 

5  Drishya Bharath 

6  Gauri Kabra 

7  Mohd Umair Ali Yousufi 

8  Riddhi Paharia 

9  Satvika Gali 

10  Aarna Bharadwaj 

Topaz A 7 Second 

11  Aditya Ranjan Sinha 

12  Bellamkonda Dhruv Bharadwaj 

13  Chaitra Reddy Cheerla 

14  Mohammed Saqibuddin 

15  Nakshatra Reddy Devarapalli 

16  Pranjal Jain 

17  Pratham Nayak 

18  Anika Chinta 

19  Aarav Paspuleti 

Topaz B 10 First 

20  Aarya Peddi 

21  Chagalkondu Guru Pranavi 

22  F Dhiya 

23  H Disha 

24  Jathin Sai Kesava Palivela 

25  Kondlapu Sai Sreshta 

26  Sangeri Sreshta Sai 

27  Sri Bahul A 

28  Aarit Jain 

Ruby B 7 Second 29  Laasya Pammi 

30  N Preksha Reddy 



 

31  R Sai Harsha 

32  Shaivi Karn 

33  Shivam Das Karmakar 

34  Shloak Tiwary 

35  Sreshta Sree Palle 

36  Syed Ayman Ali 

37  Billakanti Yoshita 

38  Akarshak Guha 

Sapphire C 10 First 

39  Deeksha Karthikeyan 

40  Dhairya Agarwal 

41  H Dakshita 

42  Hethav Kumarreddy Jonnala 

43  Indukuri Venkata Narasimha 

Ruthvik Varma 

44  Maanvi Chilamkurthy 

45  Neelam Sai Arjun Krishna 

46  Sonit Kumarikuntla 

47  Tamoghna Mandal 

48  Aashi Kumar 

Ruby C 7 Second 

49  Anagh Ashutosh Pani 

50  B Sreemayi 

51  Boggaram Tanvi 

52  Harivansha Singh 

53  Kothapalli Sai Moksh 

54  Nadella Srihan 

55  Saanvi Khatri 

56  Thatipamula Shreyas Karnav 

57  Aashi Kumar 

58  Akash Reddy Y S 

Topaz D 10 First 

59  Aniha Reddy Gavinolla 

60  Cheekatla Charani Nirmal 

61  Himanshu Namadev Nalawade 

62  Manvik Sharma 

63  Neelam Akshaya 

64  Pilli Ananya Anand 

65  Sanaika Nandigam 

66  Shashank R 

67  Akash Reddy Y S 

68  Amey Rupesh Mehta 

Sapphire D 7 Second 

69  Deepthanshu Jaith Rapolu 

70  Gone Cherishma 

71  Ishaan Annamareddi 

72  Khairthabad Vaishnavi 

73  Naivedya Garg 

74  Navya Goel 

75  Trisha Rawat 

76  Zayan Hussain Ansari 

77  Aakriti Satpathi 

Topaz E 10 First 
78  Arjun Pavuluri 

79  Omkar Niranjan Nayak 

80  Partha Sarathy Jena 



 

81  Saanvi Badjatia 

82  Sankaramanchi Sarvagnya 

83  Sri Sanjana Katragadda 

84  Syed Rayhan Bilgrami 

85  Syeda Rumaysa 

86  Veeksha Yadav 

87  Aditi Mishra 

Ruby E 7 Second 

88  Bajireddy Dakshraj 

89  Manvi Deeksha Kasu 

90  Priyanshi Chaurasia 

91  Samarth Agarwal 

92  Shreya Sarkar 

93  Vevaan Bhatia 

94  Yatindra Sri Krishna Kattamuri 

95  Shruthika Bodala 

96  Aadya Jha 

Ruby F 10  

97  Akshita Singh 

98  Allam Mona Grace 

99  Arth Ladda Loya 

100 Kaivalya Bhatnagar 

101 Kandregula Loehith Tapan 

102 Nishan Swain 

103 Tejas Sahoo 

104 Yerrapragada Rishita 

105 Akella Akshara 

Sapphire F 7 Second 

106 Allavula Lallit Anurag 

107 Anmol Bery 

108 Anvay Pravin Kawadkar 

109 Avni Khajanchi 

110 Daivik Bordoloi 

111 Jeevan Rohan Arega 

112 Tanisi Alleni 

113 Vibhachokkath Theyandath 

114 Aadya Jaiswal 

Emerald G 10 First 

115 Abhik Singh 

116 Ahaan Samyak 

117 K R Arjun Reddy 

118 Kabir Hellan 

119 Ruhaan Sarma 

120 Saloni Nandigam 

121 Shivansh Arjaria 

122 Sriya Samineni 

123 Aasrita Sivani Mamilla 

Topaz G 7 Second 

124 Avyaan Joshi 

125 Eranki Sri Manasvi 

126 Gudipalli Ashwika 

127 Manal Arora 

128 Mohammed Ishaq Ahmed 

129 Mokshagna Talasila 

130 Saara Niraj Kalamkar 



 

131 Sahasra Ponnam 

132 Shriyadita Smriti 

133 Chandhupatla Snithik Reddy 

Topaz H 10 First 

134 Avantika Kar 

135 Mythri Reddy Daggula 

136 Prisha Swain 

137 Radhya Reddy Chada 

138 Reyansh Rakesh Sharma 

139 Shriya Reddy Pedireddi 

140 Soumya Gupta 

141 Yashashree Manji 

142 Aishani Sahu 

Ruby H 7 Second 

143 Hamsini Naveen 

144 Kodali Daryasree 

145 Krishna Arnav Surapaneni 

146 Mihika Singh 

147 Mugdha Nayak 

148 Reyansh Narula 

149 Sai Sanvi Reddy Bandagonda 

150 Yash Suresh Nair 

 

Mono Action Contest 2019-2020 
CLASS: IV                                                                                                DATE: 23.08.2019  

The Arts are such an important part of children’s lives. This encompasses not only dancing and singing, but 
also acting. Talking and performing in front of audiences will teach a child so many important parts of public 
speaking, including volume, enunciation and inflection. These performances make an everlasting impact – 
helping with studying in school and multitasking. 

The students of grade 4 participated in Mono Acting competition on the 19th of August. The theme of the 
competition was Swach Bharat. Each and every student got an opportunity  to display their dramatic arts. 
Mono acting is the solo performance of a student telling and enacting a story. Students displayed 
extraordinary talents by understanding and playing multiple characters at the same time. The students 
derived the real- life- like situations by playing the role and conveying the true message of Swach Bharat. 

The six best students of every section then participated in the final round held on 23rd of August.  

The participants and audience were very enthusiastic and got an opportunity to imbibe useful qualities for 
social participation in to real life problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.No 
Name Of The Student House Section 

Points 
Position 

1 Sahasra Tirunagari Emerald 

A 

5 First 

2 Anayah Panwar Emerald 3 Second 

3 Shravan Karthick S Ruby 2 Third 

4 Shravan Karthick S Ruby 

B 

5 First 

5 Kojagori Dey Ruby 5 First 

6 Krutika Ramesh Sapphire 3 Second 

7 Gogireddy Moksha Reddy Emerald 2 Third 

8 Kashvi Singhal Ruby 

C 

5 First 

9 Arna Rao Dadigela Sapphire 3 Second 

10 Advika Varma Ruby 2 Third 

11 Advika Varma Ruby 2 Third 

12 Prisha Chawla Sapphire 

D 

5 First 

13 Lakshin Khattar Ruby 3 Second 

14 Kollimarla Pranav Topaz 2 Third 

15 Sadhil Sai Challa Emerald 

E 

5 First 

16 Reya Jain Emerald 3 Second 

17 Arunav Sharma Ruby 3 Second 

18 Allu Ananya Sapphire 3 Second 

19 Kairav Sai Singh Dua Ruby 2 Third 

20 Akshaj Mishra Sapphire 

F 

5 First 

21 Niyati Sangal Ruby 3 Second 

22 Olivia Jose Ruby 2 Third 

23 Adidev Panigrahy Emerald 

G 

5 First 

24 Kriya Katta Topaz 3 Second 

25 Chakravadhanula Pranavi Emerald 2 Third 

26 Harsh Kothari Sapphire 

H 

5 First 

27 Nishith Pradhan Ruby 3 Second 

28 Vihaan Nilgiri Topaz 2 Third 



 

RAKHI MAKING 

CLASS – V & VI                                                                                                            DATE- 14/8/2019 

“Rakhi is a symbol of unique relation. It’s a thread that binds our life and hearts.”  

Raksha Bandhan is a special occasion to celebrate the virtuous bond of love between a brother and a sister, 
which is one of the deepest and noblest of human emotions and is celebrated across our country with great 
fervour and enthusiasm.  

To commemorate this festival, a Rakhi Making Activity was organized for the students of classes V &VI on 
14th August 2019. It was a fun filled and exciting day as students showed keen interest and participated with 
great zeal and zest. It was a great opportunity to showcase their creativity and innovatory ideas in making 
beautiful and colourful rakhis and greeting cards as part of the activity. The rakhis made were a fusion of 
modern and traditional style.  Students made Rakhis using different articles like silken thread, ribbons, beads, 
cotton buds, etc. Their artisanship was quite impressive. 

 Many students made lovely greeting cards with a message for their brothers and a rakhi enclosed within it. 
The children thoroughly enjoyed this activity that tickled their creative side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BORDER MAKING COMPETITION 

       CLASS: VI                                                                                                                              DATE: 19/08/19 
 
We all have heard the popular adage – “A picture is worth a thousand words.” Ideas presented in the form 
of images grab more attention, help us learn, explain tough concepts and inspire us in a better way. 
Storytelling encourages children to be creative and use their imagination to picture the setting, the 
characters, and the story as it unfolds. A story depicted in the form of pictures has a greater impact and 
potential to get an emotional response from the audience. 

An inter-house competition based on the theme “Energy Conservation - Swachh Bharat” was organised for 
Class VI on the topic – “Border Making (depicting a story)”. The objective of the competition was to provide 
students with an opportunity to demonstrate their understanding of the importance of energy conservation 
and why it is one of the most important issues of recent times and needs to be addressed by one and all. 

The competition was conducted in their respective classrooms. Students created colourful borders and put 
up a spectacular show of their talent and creativity. The competition was judged by the members of the 
Interact Club of Delhi Public School Hyderabad, Kashika Nagpal (XI C) and Nehal Nema (XI A). First, second 
and third positions were given to the best entries.  

                            
 
 
 



 

WINNERS LIST 
 

S. No.    Class/ Sec Position Student’s Name   House 

1 6A I Kohana Majumdar Topaz 

2 6A II Kshithij Ram Topaz 

3 6A II Ayaan Shah Zama Topaz 

4 6A III Shachi Agarwal Ruby 

5 6B I Prisha Gupta      Emerald 

6 6B II H Maanavi       Emerald 

7 6B III Shravya Konidala Sapphire 

8 6C I Ananya Wahi Ruby 

9 6C II Manasa Sreevalli Duvvuri Ruby 

10 6C III Ayansh Narayan Topaz 

11 6D I Asmita Datta Sapphire 

12 6D II Ansha Zynah Ruby 

13 6D III Agam Raj Singh Sareen Sapphire 

14 6E I Vaisshnavi V Duggasani Ruby 

15 6E II Vanya Mall Topaz 

16 6E II Nihira Muley Sapphire 

17 6E III Lotti Sourya Vikhyath Topaz 

18 6E III Arjun Vellore Rajesh Khanna Topaz 

19 6F I Harshitha Chowdary Dasari Sapphire 

20 6F II Bhavyaa Jain Ruby 

21 6F III Saisha Jain Sapphire 

22 6G I Poorvi Bedi Topaz 

23 6G II Sruthi Vytla Sapphire 

24 6G III Suhani Gulati Emerald 

25 6H I Jisha Mahajan Emerald 

26 6H II Anwesha Sahoo Sapphire 

27 6H III Trishaala Nayana Pamidi Emerald 

 

 

 



 

COLLAGE MAKING COMPETITION 

CLASS: VII                                                                                                                                                DATE: 19/08/19 

 
A collage is a demonstration of the many becoming one,  scattered objects coming together creating a new 
harmony. It is a graphical way of storytelling, creating new statements. To encourage cohesive thinking 
among students, an Inter House collage making competition was organized for class VII. All the students 
actively participated in the competition. The topics were – Mission Swachhata & Energy conservation. 
Students were asked to collect relevant pictures on the given topics and create a collage in their drawing 
notebooks. They had choices to use different types of materials, in 2D/3D format.  

Students used different materials, textures, and objects to create collages presenting their unique storylines. 
Stories depicting futuristic visions, transcending effects of Mission Swachhata, unconventional methods of 
energy conservation, etc. were some of the highlights. Judges had a tough time selecting the best ones 
among so many commendable works.   

Overall, it was an enjoyable activity with enthusiastic participation by all the students. 

WINNERS LIST 

S.No. Name of the student 
Class/ 

Section 
House Position 

1 ASHIRA SINGAL 7A SAPPHIRE 1st 

2 MAHATHI MALYALA 7A RUBY 2nd 

3 MANASVI NAIR 7A RUBY 3rd 

4 SREE MEDHA C 7B RUBY 1st 

5 PURVAI GARG 7B RUBY 2nd 

6 SARAPU RIYANSH 7B EMERALD 3rd 

7 RIDDHIMA P MEHROTRA 7C SAPPHIRE 1st 

8 AKASH NARAPUREDDY 7C EMERALD 2nd 

9 SHRIYA BANERJEE 7C EMERALD 3rd 

10 TRISHANU MAZUMDAR 7D EMERALD 1st 

11 SUMEDHA DAS 7D SAPPHIRE 2nd 

12 AASHI SINGH 7D SAPPHIRE 3rd 

13 M KHYATHI REDDY 7E SAPPHIRE 1st 

14 KHUSHI HELLAN 7E RUBY 2nd 

15 N NIHAM SAI 7E TOPAZ 3rd 

16 BIANKA AMOL NARAVANE 7F RUBY 1st 

17 HASINI KOTHARI 7F RUBY 2nd 

18 SANA SUKHIJA 7F RUBY 3rd 

19 SAHITI ORUGANTI 7F RUBY 3rd 

20 AARUSHI MITRA 7G SAPPHIRE 1st 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1378723?ref=collages


 

21 NAADY BHATIA 7G EMERALD 2nd 

22 THWISHA MUNJAMPALLY 7G SAPPHIRE 3rd 

23 CHALLA SAI SIDDHANTH 7H RUBY 1st 

24 SAI ANUSHA SARVA 7H RUBY 2nd 

25 PERUMANDLA NITHYA REDDY 7H EMERALD 3rd 

 

 

DESIGN YOUR EMOJI 

Class-VIII                                                                                                                                                    DATE-22/08/19 

Someone once quoted, “A picture is worth a thousand words”. Now that we are living in a technologically 
driven world, let’s talk in terms of technology. Emojis are tiny, cute icons- smiley faces, crying faces, angry 
faces, winking eyes and other articulate expressions -that are widely used in various forms of social media. 
They help us add spectacle and exactitude to our communication. One can use emojis to lighten up the mood 
by broaching sarcasm or humour. They help us communicate and comprehend better, especially when we 
fail to express our feelings in words. 

Indeed, researchers have found that the same sections of brain are activated when an individual sees an 
emoji as when seeing real human facial expression. This means that an emoji is in many ways, quite like the 
human brain. 

An interhouse emoji-making competition was conducted for grade VIII students in their respective 
classrooms. Students from all sections (A-H) were engaged in modelling or rather say, recreating innovative 
emojis. The theme of the competition was ‘Energy conservation-Swachh Bharat’. Participants were given an 
hour to design their emojis. They used vibrant colours and depicted very beautifully on how to conserve the 
energy, under the supervision of their Class teachers. Six best emojis were selected from each section by 
their respective Class teachers. 

The Final Winners were selected by the honourable judge, Mr. Kuntal, HOD of Arts. Each section was 
felicitated with three prizes (first, second and third position). Students were judged on the criteria of 
Content, Expression and Colour Combination. It was a huge success. The students not only realized the need 
to take agile measures to save the environment, but also it let them tickle their minds for unique ideas. 

  WINNER’S LIST 

 

SNO CLASS/SEC NAME OF THE STUDENT POSITION HOUSE 

1 

VIII A 

RENUKA SANJEEV I SAPPHIRE 

2 K AKHILESH REDDY II TOPAZ 

3 SREESAIDEEKSHA AYTHA III TOPAZ 

4 

VIII B 

SHRUTHI KONIDALA I TOPAZ 

5 B SRI KHYATI II SAPPHIRE 

6 ANUSHKA CHITRANSHI III RUBY 

7 

VIII C 

GAURAV PATTNAIK I EMERALD 

8 C SHRAVANI CHERUVU II SAPPHIRE 

9 RUSHIL GORANTLA III TOPAZ 

10 
VIII D 

G RAJU SRI CHAITANYA TEJA I TOPAZ 

11 DISHA KULKARNI II EMERALD 



 

12 N ALEKHYA III RUBY 

13 

VIII E 

I S D TANMAI SREE I EMERALD 

14 DARSHIKA SANWARIA II EMERALD 

15 NIKITA ACHARYA III TOPAZ 

16 PRANAVI BHARTIYA III TOPAZ 

17 

VIII F 

SWAPNIL DAS I EMERALD 

18 RISHIKA K II EMERALD 

19 SHRIANSH KRISHNA III RUBY 

20 

VIII G 

ANJALI KHANDPAL I RUBY 

21 R NIKHILA II TOPAZ 

22 BHOOMI BANSAL III EMERALD 

23 SIDDHARTH REDDY III EMERALD 

24 

VIII H 

ADYA RAO I EMERALD 

25 S V R KUNDANA II TOPAZ 

26 M SAHANA III TOPAZ 

27 TANVI CHAKRAVARTHY III SAPPHIRE 

 

AD-MAD 

Class-IX                                                                                                                                                      DATE-22/08/19 

"What really decides consumers to buy or not to buy is the content of your advertising, not its form."  

With the objective of making students hone their acting skills, an Inter house “Ad-Mad” competition was 
held on the occasion of” Swachh Bharat- Energy Conservation” week celebration. 

A team of twelve students participated from each section. Students participated with great zeal and 
exhilaration and put forward their best foot. The avant-garde teams expressed their novel thoughts. 
Students were dressed in attires according to the theme. They exhibited their concern towards the depleting 
resources and ads were presented keeping the Swachh Bharat theme in mind. They emphasised on the 
methods to conserve resources. Many creative solutions like I- conserve, kachrooter (scooter working on 
trash) etc. were brought up for conserving energy and using trash in a more purposeful way. 
A variety of props were made using cardboard and paper. 
The judgement was done based on content, innovation, presentation and usage of props. The judges Mr. 
Santosh and Ms. Sangeeta lauded the creative and commendable performance put forward by the students. 
It was a challenging task to decide the winner. Over all the students sent strong messages through their 
powerful acts. 
 
WINNER’S LIST   

 

SNO POSITION CLASS/SEC. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE 

1 

I IX E 

SASHREEK P. EMERALD 

2 SIYA RATH EMERALD 

3 TANISH HARI RUBY 

4 JAYANSH ADITHYA SAPPHIRE 

5 DISHA THUMMALA TOPAZ 

6 Y. DEETYA REDDY RUBY 



 

7 BISMAN KAUR RUBY 

8 MD. AYAAN TAIMUR TOPAZ 

9 NEHA RAO TOPAZ 

10 AKSHATH W EMERALD 

11 NIKHIL OM SHIVAKUMAR SAPPHIRE 

12 

II  IX B 

KABEER BAJAJ EMERALD 

13 PENDYALA SOHAN RUBY 

14 ARYAN KUMAR EMERALD 

15 SHEEL RANJAN SAPPHIRE 

16 JAYANY NUNNA SAPPHIRE 

17 K.V.S.S. SOURYA TOPAZ 

18 ROHAN DUBASI EMERALD 

19 SAHITI EDUPUGANTI SAPPHIRE 

20 ADITYA KUMAR SAPPHIRE 

21 P. SANTOSH ADITYA RUBY 

22 

III IX D 

HARSHVARDHAN KALRA EMERALD 

23 AKHIL BOYAPATI EMERALD 

24 POORVA C. PARIKH RUBY 

25 REVANTH PAMIDI RUBY 

26 K. RAMYA SRI RUBY 

27 P. SUDHANSH TOPAZ 

28 NIKHIL OM SIVAKUMAR TOPAZ 

29 SHAURYA KAPOOR TOPAZ 

30 SHRUTI ORUGANTI TOPAZ 

31 HARINI JANDHYALA TOPAZ 

32 ALKOD BALAJI KARTIKEYA SAPPHIRE 

33 SANYAM GUPTA RUBY 

34 PRASHANSA GOUR TOPAZ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCIENCE WORKING MODEL MAKING CONTEST 

Class-X                                                                                                                                                       DATE-22/08/19 

Benjamin Franklin truly said, “Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn”. 

With the aim of equipping the young learners with skills like critical thinking and creativity and promoting 
scientific acumen, a Science Model Making Competition was organised for the students of Grade X. The topic 
for the contest was “Energy Conservation- Swacch Bharat”. 

 The event was judged by Mr Pavan, HOD of Physics and Ms. Jayashree, HOD of Biology. The Principal Ms. 
Geetha Vishwanathan graced the occasion with her presence.  

The students made environment friendly and new-fangled models which had real life appositeness. The 
event received an overwhelming response from the students. Each class was divided into four groups and 
two students from each team showcased different models displaying different concepts like rainwater 
harvesting, sustainable air coolers, clearing of waste using magnetic separation etc, to name a few. What 
stood out the most was that all the deviceful projects were made entirely by the students.  

The competition was also witnessed by team of twenty-five students and four teachers from OCIMUM 
International School who marveled all the projects displayed by the students. All the students thoroughly 
enjoyed the experience and understood how they, as students, could find constructive solutions to the 
coeval problems faced by the world. 

WINNER’S LIST 

CLASS XA 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE POSITION 

1 ARJUN DAGGUBATI TOPAZ FIRST 

2 D. RISHANTH REDDY 
  

3 KAISHORI SUNKAVALLI 
  

4 ROHAN CHADDHA 
  

5 SRIHARSHAN KOTIPALLI 
  

6 SRINIDHI MARUPEDDI 
  



 

7 TAMMANA LAKSHMI SUDEEPTI 
  

1 AARSH AGARWAL EMERALD SECOND 

2 ARSHIT NIMIT MANKODI 
  

3 M. SHRIYA REDDY 
  

4 VAJRA ROSHNI AKURATHI 
  

1 B. SRADDHA VARMA RUBY THIRD 

2 D.JATIN REDDY 
  

3 G.V.S.S.K. SHASHANK 
  

4 PRANSHUL VARMA 
  

5 SUDHIKSHA KONA 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS X B 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE POSITION 

1 ABHIGYAN MOHANTY RUBY FIRST 

2 ADITHI MURALI 
  

3 ANUSHA CHATURVEDI 
  

4 K. MAHITHA 
  

5 RITHIKA DHANA SAI A 
  

6 SHAIK MOHAMMAD SOHAIL 
  

7 VISHWAVANDYA SHAHI 
  

8 KUBER AGARWAL 
  

1 EMANI SRI PRANAY TOPAZ SECOND 

2 GEETHA RAJ K UMAR 
  

3 MOHAMMAD ARBAAZ HUSSAIN 
  

4 NAMRATH KADIYALA 
  

5 NIDHI KOLACHANA 
  

1 BHAVIKA BADDUR SAPPHIRE THIRD 

2 DARLA AISHWARYA 
  

3 DIVYA NAREDI 
  

4 HARSH MADHAVARAM 
  

5 KAVALI SRI NITHYA 
  

6 MOHAMMAD AMMAR ALI 
  

7 REVANTH REDDY PAKANATI 
  

 
 

 

 

 



 

CLASS X C 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE POSITION 

1 SHI MAHARUKAR RUBY FIRST 

2 NIRAL SINGHANIA 
  

3 SHUBHANG AGARWAL 
  

4 NEEHARIKA DESABOYINA 
  

1 AARUSHI GOEL EMERALD SECOND 

2 M. VARSHINI 
  

3 AASHI VARMA 
  

4 AARYAVEER AGARWAL 
  

5 S. KARTIKEYA 
  

6 K. TRIVIKRAM SAI 
  

1 ARUSHI GARG TOPAZ THIRD 

2 A. VARUN KUMAR CHOWDARY 
  

3 MRIYAM FATIMA 
  

4 KASHISH SETIA 
  

5 D. NITISH RAJ GOUD 
  

6 S. SAHASRA REDDY 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS X D 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE POSITION 

1 HARSHITA SRI SETTI SAPPHIRE FIRST 

2 MUKUND KUMAR 
  

3 P. GARGI RAO 
  

4 SIDDHANT SINGH 
  

1 ESHA AGARWAL TOPAZ FIRST 

2 JAYESH PANDA 
  

3 K. VENKATA PRANAY 
  

4 MOHAMMED UZAIR NAYEEM 
  

5 N. BALA VENKATA SIDDHARTH 
  

6 P.M. SIRI CHANDANA 
  

7 R. MANAS VENKATA SAI 
  

8 REVANTH KUMAR ALIMELA 
  

9 RITHVIK REDDY KOTA 
  

1 ADITI KANKANI RUBY THIRD 

2 AYUSHI SHARMA 
  

3 BHAVIKA GOEL 
  

4 ESWARA SAI ANURAG 
  

5 K. MOHAN VIJEETH  
  



 

6 M. PAVAN VENKATA MANJUNATH  
  

7 RAVI VIVEK SAI 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS X E 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE POSITION 

1 AYLA ABHIRAM SAPPHIRE FIRST 

2 HIRANMAYI AVASARALA 
  

3 KRISHNA GANERIWAL 
  

4 MADIREDDY SNRITHI REDDY 
  

5 MUDIT MATHUR 
  

6 YASH KANTAMNENI 
  

7 KRISH DALELA 
  

1 G.S.S.V PRASAD SANGAM TOPAZ SECOND 

2 K. SAI SRAVANTH 
  

3 K. VISWANATH 
  

4 MADDULA ANUSHA 
  

5 M. KAUSHAL REDDY 
  

6 P. VENKATA MOHANA JAYA DURGA 
  

7 SIDDHI AGARWAL 
  

8 SOUMYADEEP MAHAPATRA 
  

9 SRAVAN PALLA 
  

1 AAYUSH MADHAVARAM RUBY SECOND 

2 ACHYUTH SAMAVEDHI 
  

3 B. MEDHA SRI 
  

4 KHUSHII AGGARWALA 
  

5 MADHAV KUMAR 
  

6 N. TEJASVI 
  

7 P. TEJAS VARMA 
  

8 PRATHVIRAJ SINGH GOUD 
  

9 V.PRIYANKA 
  

 
 

 

 



 

CLASS X F 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE POSITION 

1 AARAV TIKU EMERALD FIRST 

2 J. HEMANTH 
  

3 M. AKSHAY TAMOGHNA 
  

4 ABHINAV SOHANI 
  

5 M. SANJANA REDDY 
  

6 K.SAI RISHITHA 
  

7 V. HARI SHEKHAR REDDY 
  

8 P. KAVYA REDDY 
  

9 NANDITA VADREVU 
  

1 AARON K JAMES RUBY FIRST 

2 ADITYA KAUL 
  

3 ANSHUL SACHAN 
  

4 DANISH T 
  

1 VEDANT GUJRATI SAPPHIRE THIRD 

2 AYUSH KUMAR 
  

3 T V RAMANA CHARAN 
  

4 KASHVI BUCH 
  

5 MRIDUL GOYAL 
  

6 MANNAT SINGH 
  

7 AARUSH BAYYANA 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS X G 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE POSITION 

1 ADVIK KASHI VISHWANATH RUBY FIRST 

2 P PRANAV REDDY 
  

3 SAVYASACHI SAGAR 
  

4 SRI HARSHA CHINNAM  
  

5 TEKUMALA VIDITA 
  

6 UDAYAN SHARMA 
  

1 ANURAGINI KAZA SAPPHIRE SECOND 

2 E LAKSHMI MRUDULA 
  

3 G. PURNA NAMRATHA 
  

4 SHAMITA CHOWDARY MATTAPATI 
  

5 GARNETI SIDDHARTHA 
  

1 AKHILA HARSHINI G EMERALD THIRD 



 

2 ANISH GOLI 
  

3 G. KEERTHI PRANEETH REDDY 
  

4 HIMANSHU PANSARI 
  

5 SAHIL UMESH K 
  

6 SANDEEP SURAPANENI 
  

 
 
CLASS X H 

S.NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE POSITION 

1 CHUNDURI RITVIK CHOWDARY TOPAZ FIRST 

2 DIYA SENGUPTA 
  

3 HRIDAY PASSI 
  

4 LASYA AVULASETTY LASYA 
  

5 MANAN AGARWAL 
  

6 NAISHA MAIRA 
  

7 NIKHIL AKELLA 
  

8 SOMISHETTY SANJANA 
  

9 SURAJ PATNASETTY 
  

10 YASH KUMAR SINGH 
  

1 B LALITHA SREEJA RUBY SECOND 

2 P. SAI SRI PUJITHA 
  

3 PRERNA WADMARE 
  

4 RAKSHIT PRADHAN 
  

5 RISHI GOEL 
  

6 TARUN SALIM 
  

7 VEERANKI ABHINAY 
  

1 BIKRAD RAJYALAKSHMI EMERALD  THIRD 

2 B. MANASVI 
  

3 ISHAAN SUNIL BHATT 
  

4 NAGUMOTHU HARSHITHA 
  

5 RAYA SUSAN KAMALITHA 
  

6 SIDDHARTH SUDDALA 
  

7 SAI HARSHITH REDDY KANDHADA 
  

8 RITHIK REDDY 
  

9 PRANAV ADITYA SIVARAJU 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Ad Mad 
Class IX & XII           Date: 28-08-2019 

The inter house ad mad competition for class 11 and 12 took place on 28th August 2019 where the groups 

created advertisements on topics related to social issues like health care, waste management, Swachh 

Bharat etc. the programme started with the Sapphire house members who through their advertisement 

highlighted the ill treatment of employers towards their employees and presented a scheme for the dignity 

of labour. This act was followed by an ad spoof by the members of Ruby house who presented a product 

that takes the ink out of a waste paper which can be used again. Topaz house created an ad on the topic 

Swachh Bharat where they innovatively tried to present the idea of creating a magic broomstick that would 

do all the work on its own and also showed the sad reality of people’s mindsets on Swachhata. The last act 

of the programme was by the Emerald house members who advertised a health insurance company ‘Maxima 

Health Insurance’. Their act was a satire on the malpractices by doctors in hospitals and the lack of awareness 

of people on the topic of health insurance. The act ended with a humorous scene where a pandit advertises 

the insurance. 

The judges then addressed the audience and presented their views on the acts put up by the houses. Emerald 

house secured the first position, Ruby house stood second followed by Topaz house bagging the third 

position and Sapphire house was given the consolation prize. 

The acts by all the houses were full of humor, sarcasm and a spoof of the present day society. The 

participants acted their roles with full enthusiasm and the cheerful audience eventually made the 

programme a great success.  

Winners List 

 

Position Topic House Participants Class/sec 

I Health Care Emerald 

1. Vani Agarwal 11C 

2. Priyal Jain 11 C 

3. Kashika Nagpal 11 C 

4. Anusha Jaipwriar 11 C 

5. Anoushka Tripathi 11 D 

6. Sruja Marellapndi 11 C 

7. Aanandi Basu 12 A 

8. Aman Dwivedi 12 A 

9. Purvi 11 D 



 

10. Anushka Golas 11 D 

II 
Reuse, Reduce, Recycle, 
Respect 

Ruby 

1. Mahika Parmar 11 A 

2. Abhiram 11 A 

3. Sindhu Muthyala 12 B 

4. Taruni Srivastav 12 B 

5. Mansi Bhagat 12 B 

6. Misthita Gupta 11 C 

7. Prathiba Reddy 11 C 

8. Prisha Sharma 11 D 

9. Priyansha Mahajan 11 C 

10. Bhavya Sanyana 11 B 

III Swaach Bharat Topaz 

1. Hansa Pandey 11 A 

2. Suhani Modi 12 A 

3. Yashidhara Jain 11 B 

4. T S Ananya 11 B 

5. Sreejan Thakur 12 B 

6. Sahil Agarwal 11 D 

7. Prithvi B 11 A 

8. Yukthi Mettu 11 D 

9. Mahi Agarwal 11 D 

10. Sonakshi Gupta 12 D 

Consolati
on 

Dignity Of Labour Sapphire 

1. Tanishq Shrivastav 11 B 

2. Harika G 11 B 

3. Taruni G 11 C 

4. Sreemayukha Nyayapathi 11 D 

5. Gaurav Pallod 11 D 

6. Rudransh Bazaz 12 C 

7. Shambhavi  11 B 

8. Kirtesh Agarwal 12 C 



 

9. Trisha Agarwal 12 D 

10. Anish Mathur 12 A 

 
  



 
 

Installation Ceremony of Class VIII 

The interact Club of DPS, Hyderabad conducted the 

Installation ceremony for the new members of class 

VIII on 14th August, 2019.  The ceremony began with 

an introduction about the club. The current year 

President of the interact club, Tanish Goel welcomed 

all the new members in his speech and introduced 

the board members.  He shared his experiences with 

the club stressing on how the club has inspired him 

and helped him being a better individual. The 

secretary of the club, Kashika Nagpal explained to 

the members about their role in the club. A 

presentation on previous year’s activity was shared with the new members.  

This was followed by the oath taking ceremony. President Interactor Tanish Goel administered the oath. All 

the members took the oath promising to give their best towards the club and society. 

 The club looks forward excitedly for its upcoming projects 

and activities. 

Green Initiative for Independence Day  

The Indian national flag is more than a piece of fabric as it 

represents liberty, loyalty and justice and also it marks the 

sacrifices made by the brave soldiers to preserve these 

ideals. Every year, after the celebration of Independence 

Day programme, we often come across small replicas of our 

national flag strewn all over the place, carelessly thrown 

away. This is an insult to the very symbol of our 

independence. Also the plastic replicas add their fair share to the already existing menace of environmental 

degradation. 

Keeping this in mind and to bring about a positive change, the Interact Club of Delhi Public School, Hyderabad 

has started this initiative of using eco- friendly flags. These flags have different seeds of various plants 

embedded within them. After the programme, the flag have to be soaked in water to start the germination 

process and then have to be planted in a small pot. It is completely legal and constitutionally approved for 

the burial of the tricolour. According to the Flag Code of India, 2002, there are two ways of disposing of the 

national flag, either by burning it privately as a whole or burying it. And we chose the latter to lend a helping 

hand to the environment. We hope the To spread the 

message, the Interact Club of Delhi Public School, 

INTERACT CLUB 



 

Hyderabad organised an awareness campaign, on 14th August 2019.  Interactors of classes XI and XII went to 

the junior classes (classes I and II), and interacted with the students stressing the importance of conserving 

the environment, need to reduce the plastic consumption.  

To help spread the message affectively, small cotton fibre Indian Flags with seeds embedded were 

distributed to each student of these classes. The idea was to inculcate a sense of gratitude towards the 

environment and understand the need to conserve it. 

Students were instructed to bury the flag under a thin layer of soil and water it regularly; resulting in the 

growth of small saplings. The initiative was met with 

immense enthusiasm by the students and teachers, 

who were more than willing to celebrate their 

country’s independence in a very responsible and 

meaningful way. This way, students of grades I and II 

celebrated their 72nd Independence Day by showing 

their concern for their environment, and participated 

actively by taking a step further in restoring it. 

 

 

WELLNESS DRIVE 

“To keep the body in good health is a duty, otherwise we shall not be able to keep our mind strong and 

clear.” -Buddha 

As UN formar president Ban Ki-moon said - Saving our planet, lifting people out of poverty, advancing 

economic growth... these are one and the same fight. We must 

connect the dots between climate change, water scarcity, energy 

shortages, global health, food security and women's 

empowerment. Solutions to one problem must be solutions for all. 

Keeping this in mind, a wellness drive was conducted by a group of 

Interactors from class XII for the female sub-staff of the school on 

17th August, 2019.  

During  session, the students provided the lady helpers with 

insights on topics ranging from sanitation to menstrual hygiene. They talked about different causes and 

symptoms of general conditions that occur from lack of health, while also sharing with them few tips and 

solution as to how these can be avoided. The importance of a balanced diet and breakfast was stressed upon 

and various precautionary measures were listed. Some natural and effective remedies for common ailments 

were suggested which could be easily implemented by them. Overall, the session satisfactorily propagated 

the idea of keeping oneself healthy and strong. 

 

 

Eco-friendly Ganesha festival 

 Interact members of DPS, Hyderabad has been promoting the Eco-friendly Ganesha concept 

for last two years. In continuation of this initiative, Interctors and Green Garrison members 

conducted an awareness campaign on the use of Eco friendly Idols and the ill effects of 

chemical colours, POP etc. 

Members spoke over the PA system about the impending danger created by these hazardous 

chemical pollutants and how we can celebrate the festival with same fervour using more eco-

friendly options.  

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/buddha-quotes
https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/ban-ki-moon-quotes


 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

August has been a roller coaster ride of celebrations, activities, 

competitions and field trips. Team DIPSCOOP has worked to the 

best of its ability to cover everything and present it tastefully. We 

sincerely hope that you had a wonderful read. Until next time, 

ciao!! 
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